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SUMMARY

This report is prlnciprly concerned with the use of the triple correlation function and its
Fourier transform, the bispectrum, for the Imaging of randomly translating objects or

objects viewed through atmospheric taubulence, The triple correlation has significant
advantages over the second order crrelation, although it does involve additional
computational complexity. Specific consideration is given to algorithms for computing
the tiple correlation, the use of a moving time window and centoiding procedures.

I• The Appendix contains the nine publications and conference ppers that resulted from
this research,
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1 INTRODUCTION

This report describes the application of triple correlation signal processing techniques to
photon-limited data. Such data will typically arise at low light levels associated with
night time viewing, but it should be borne in mind that, as detvctors get faster in their
.esponse, photon-limited data will also Lui. at high light levels (and very short
exposures). rhe type of data we are considering is distorted in some way, either by
random tanslations (as in a tricking system) or by atmospheric turbulence and thus
simple long-exposure imaging is not applicable, as a blurred image would result,

The triple correlation i(3)(xl,x2) and tv Fc.trier transform, the bispectrurn I(3)(ul,u2), of

a one-dimensional function 0(x) are deflnec by
a.

i0)(xi,x) - J' i*(x) i(x+xi) i(X+X2) dx (1)
.4m

and

I(3)(u0,u2) = 1()1u) IW '(ul+u2), (2)

where 1(u) is the Fourier transform of i(x). The triple correlation (and bispectru.) have
Sa number of useful properties:

* they are invariant on translation (this is clear from the definitions above)
# they can be propagated through turbulence with little loss of information
* the original signal can be recovered uniquely from either function with no

ambiguity.

The triple correlation and bispectrum have recently been re-discovered in opt'.s by
Lohmann's group In Erlangen tO-15 and this present study was motivated by their
results. This report describes four aspects of the triple correlation

a application to randomly moving objects (12)
. application to imaging through turbulence (13)
• use of a moving time window to improve signal-to-noise ratio j14)
* algorithms (15),

Iii
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In adition, we have investigated the use of cenboidlng for photon-limited imagi.ng anddemonstrated a new technique of Imaging for randomly tmnsladng objects (#6).

The achievements on the above five topic,, are summarised in 12 to 16 on the following
pages, References 1.9 are the publications resulting from this research and are
reproduced in the Appendix. For thzrther details on each topic, the references should be
consulted.

3
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2 TRIPLE CORRELATION OF RANDOMLY TRANSLATING
OBJECTS

It is clear from Eq (1) that the triple correlation of a functioa l(x) is Invariant on
translation (random or otherwise) and thus the triple correlation of a randomly
translating object is simply equal to that of the stationary object. Thus, provided one
can recover i(x) from its average triple correlation, we have a simple way of imaging
which is particularly relevant to optical systems involved in tracking14.

We have applied this to both real and computer-simulated data In one and two
cdimensions 2 4. Typical results for the one-dimensional case am shown in Figs 2 & 3 of

Ref 3: for an object function consisting of 128 sample points, unambiguous imaging at
photon levels as low as <4 detected photons per frame has been demonstrated using real
data gathered by a resistive anode imaging photon detector (IPD). In this case the dark
count was -0.5 detected photons per frame and -30,000 framet were required (this
would represent a data collection time of -5 mini at 100 frames/a). Simple-minded
centroiding does not work well at this photon level (but see §6 below). The presence of

a uniform background in the one-dimensional case was also studied: signal-to-
background ratios >1 did not significantly affect the reconstructed image quality.

The two-dimensional case was studied in Ref 4. For real photon data, a simple object
consisting of -SxS resolution cells and -2000 frames, a photon rate of -i5 per frame
was sufficient to give an adequate reconstruction (Fig 2 of Ref 4), although computer
simulated data of the same object showed that under these conditions the reconstruction
should be almost ptrfect. It is believed that imperfections in the IPD were responsible
for the re•uced quality in the real data case. For computed simulated data. a more
complex object consisting of -8x 15 resolution cells and -2000 frames, a photon rate of
-15 per frame gave an excellent quality reconstruction, comparable to, and arguably
better than, the original stationary object imaged with -30,000 photons.

The conclusion of this study was that the triple correlation is an extremely powerful
technique for high resolution imaging of randcmly translating objects at very low light

levels - 1-20 photons per frame. We are considering extensions of the technique to
randomly rotated and/or scaled objects: some pi,.gress on this has been made by
LohrnannI) in the high light level case, but the practical feasibility in the photon limited
case has not yet been explored.

-4



3 TRIPLE CORRELATION IMAGING THROUGH TURBULENCE

Since the invention of stellar speckle interferometry by Labeyrle in 1970, a variety ofI techniques for speckle Imaging have been suggested16,17, Of these, triple correlation
imaging appears to provide the highest quality reconst'uctions. Our research has

focussed on a detailed study of the signal-to-noIse ratio of the photon-limited triple
correlation (or bispectrum) and a com.parison of the Knox-Thompson and triple
correlation methods 5' 7.

When imaging through turbulence, the ave-age bispecutum of the Image, <I(3)(ut,u2)>,
is related to the object bispectrum O(3)(ulu2) by

*<I3)(u1,u2)> wO(3)(ul,u2) <P(3)(ulu2)> (3)

where <P(3 )(uIi2)> is the average bispectrum of thz atmosphere/telescope. The phase
of <P(3)(u 1,u2)> Is zero and thus the phase of the average image bispectrum (which is

crucial for thc reconstructioii process) simply equals that of the object bispectrum,

Our calculations and computer simulations show that, although the whole atmospheric
bispectrum contains dlffraction-limted information, the only useful parts In the photon
limited case are those for which ul - u2. In this region, the signal-to-noise is dominated
by power-spectrum-like terms, yielding an SNR .- n, the average number of photons

per frame, The behaviour at Intermediate and high light levels, and at other parts of the

(ul,u2) space, is considerably more complex 7, As a simple guide, fairly complicated
objects with -8x 15 resolution cells can be imaged with near-diffraction-limited
resolution at a level of -200 detected photons per frame and -20,000 frames, in good

seeing (-I ").

A comparison of the Knox-Thompson and triple correlation techniques has shown them
to be remarkably similar, provided each method is implemented in the optimum way.
7The triple correlation method is always superioi to the Knox-Thompson method
because centrolding is allowed for exactly in the triple correlation, whereas It Is only

approximately corrected for in the K-T algorithm, The triple correlation does not
involve any more complicated or time-consuming processing than the K-T method -

both are equally computer-intensive.
I;
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4 USE OF A MOVING TIME WINDOW

Historically, spatio-temporal imaging and image processing has usedfrarnes of data,
with the implicit assumption that the exposure time of each frame is sufficiently short to
"freeze" any motion within the scmne. When dealing with photon-limited data of a
dynamic nature., the concept of data frames becomes less useful and a more valuable
approach is to consider the data as a set of space-time (x,y,t} coordinates of photon
events. A time "frame" may then move through this data set continuouisly and the
window itself may be of variable length,

As a first step in this direction, we have evaluated the improvement in the signal-co-
noise ratio of an Nth-order correlation when a continuously moving, but fixed width,
time window is used, compared to the normal discrete frame window of the same
length8. The detailed argument is given in Appendix A of Rtf 8. To illustrate the
method, consider the photons to arrive at a uniform rate of N per time window and
evaluate the number of independent photon difference vectors possible in the estimation

of the autocorrelatlon function (2nd order correlation). When the window moves
discretely to its next position, the total number of new difference vectors is N(N- 1)/2
(forward and reverse vectors are redundant), Moving the window continuously we
pick up (N-1) new differenres for every new photon included In the window, thus
accumulating a total of N(N- I) new differences in all. In this case, there Is thus an
increase in the SNR of q2 compared to the discrete case. For the Nth-order correlation,
the improvement is - N4N,

The concept of reating the image information au a set of photon coordinates is a very
important one. We propose to extend triple corre!adon analysis to the space-time
domain using this approach. For example, the length '1 the time window may be

different for different spatial frequencies, reflecting the knowledge that, in many cases,
higher spatial frequencies decorrelate more quickly in time than lower frequencies.

6
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s ALGORITHMS

"Calculation of the complete triple correlation or bispectrum is computationally intensive
and requires a lrge computer memory. For example, a 512x512 image has a
"bispectrum consisting of (512)4 elements, each element being the product of three
Fourier transforms. For applications such as real-time imaging through turbulence, one
may wish to calculate and average -100 bispectra per second.

We have implemented three algorithms for computing the bispectrum of two-
dimensional photon-lImited data, Although all three give similar results and have
similar computational complexityg, algorithm (iii) (below) is preferred, as it enables the
moving time window concept described in 14 to be implemented efficiently. In all three
algorithms, only a fraction ,i the total bispectrum is computed, either that close to the
axes as in (i) and (ili), or using a limited number of sections as in (iU).

Algorithm (i) involves direct implementation of Eq(2) and is thus not limited to photon-
limited data. A key step in this algorithm (and (iii)) is deciding what bispectrum
locations to compute: this is based on considerations of slgnal-to-noise ratio. Algorithm
(Ii) uses the Radon transform or projection-slice theorem of Fourier transforms: the two
dimensional data is projected onto a series of one dimensional vectors '36 in our case8)
and for each vector the average triple corelation or bispectrum is calculated. The
corresponding slice in the object spectrum is found from each bispectrum and the (36)
slices are combined to form the object spectrum and the object map, as in computed
tomography. This approach may be suited to highly parallel processors. Algorithm (iUi)
uses a photon differencing approach to calculate only those parts of the bispectrum that
are necessary for the reconstruction and is similar to the photon differencLng
implementation of the Knox-Thompson algorithm.

All three algorithms have a similar computing time on our hardware (SUN 3/160 with
Sky 'Warrior' array processor, purchased under this Contrrct), -12 s per frame of
128x 128 pixels at -200 photons per frame (algorithm (i) uses the array processor. (ii)
and (iii) do not). The algorithms are programmed In 'C' and could probably be
improved in speed by a factor of up to 2.

:''7



6 CENTROIDING 3F RANDOMLY MOVING OBJECTS

During the study of triple correlation imaging uf randomly moving objects, a
comparison was made with centroided photon coordinatc data3. The simplest type of

centroid is that of the photon coordinates of each frame, without regard to the number
of photons in each frame: this is not very useful, as the results reported in Ref 3 show.
We have studied another type a' centrold, that of the N-photon image. To compute

this, the data is divided into sets, each set containing only those images with exactly N

detected photons. A centroided 'image' is foundfor each set and, denoting its spectrum

by QN(u), we have shown that6,9

QN(U) - l(u[l-i/N1) [I(u/N)]N-t (4)

where I(u) is the spectrum of the original object. Note that the spectrum of the N.
photon centroided 'image' is non-linearly related to that of the original object. For
example, if N - 2, Q((u) is equal to the power spectrum of the object, and if N - 3, it
is equal to a particular section of the bispectrum.

A high quality reconstruction of the original can be found by combining all of the QO,,(u)
using a recursive algorithm 6,9. Using computer-simulated one-ditnensional data, we
have reconstructed a two-point object at an average photon level of -3 photons per
frame and -80,000 frames (see Fig 3 of Ref 6). The algorithm has the interesting
property that to reconstruct the nth discrete spatial frequency, one requires an image

with at least n detected photons, This method is currently being studied for the
application of imaging through turbulence. It has the advantage that it is extremely fast

to compute.

• -• •• -II I ~l I NlIII I m l Il illI l iI IHS



7 CONCLUSIONS

This research has demonstrated the potential usefulness of the triple correlation and its
Fourier ransform, the bispecmium. in the analysis of photon-limited images, The

invariance of tLe triple correlation upon tmnslation or propagation through turbulence,
coupled with the fact that a signal can be reconstruicted uniquely from its triple
correlation, make it a powerful tIol for imaging in unfavourable circumstances.

We have demostrated the application of the triple correlation to the imaging of i

randomly translating object and objects viewed through atmospheric turbulence. In both
cases, diffraction-limited imaging is possible at very low photon rates, <10 per frame

for certain case3 ,f random ransladon and -200 per frame for typical situations of
imaging through turbulence. The signal.to-noise ratio of the triple correlation has been

evaluated in detad and three algorithms for computing the bispectrum have been written
and compared. A photon-differencing algorithm is perferred as use can be made of a

moving time window, yielding a higher signal.to-noise ratio.

Centroiding hes been studied as a means of diffraction-limited imaging of randomly
translating objects and a new algorithm for object reconstruction based on centroiding

has been developed.

r9
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TuDI-I

lMAOLUX A RINDOMLY TRANSLATINO OJECT USD•1

THI TRIPLE CORAILATION

J C Dainty and M J Northcott
Hlackett Laboratory,

Imperial College.
London 3W 232, UK.

The triple correlation function 1raz(xes2) and it Fourier transform,
the bispectrum ZF3)(ul,u2 ), of a one dimensional intensity distribution
I(x) are defined by H1o.

1 (~3)(x1 ,X x2 I (x) I ~~ I(x~x2  dx (1)

and

S2Nx) 1(u 2) Co I2

whore !(u) is the Fourier transform af ICx). Lehmann and Wirnitser (11
have shown that it is possible to recover a signal I(x) from Its triple
correlation or bispeotrum. The recovered signal is unique except in

certain "saae of no practical. significance In the present study.

It is clear from Iqa.(1) and (2) that the triple correlation and
bispectrum are Invariant with object displacement and nartelt and
Wirniter (2] demonstrated, in a computer simulation, that a sharp

reconstruction of a randomly moving object on a dark background could
be obtained at very low light levels using the triple correlation. In
this paper we present a practical demonstration of this using photons

recorded by an Imagi.( Photon Detector CUD) (3) and have included a

uniform background in some of the experiments.

16
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TuDI-2

Ievnaiioenta anM Reults

Random displacement or a one aimensional object was achieved by viewing

the object reflected ott a mirror attached to a randomly driven

loadspeakor call. The ZPD was masked by a prenlct in the one

dimensional experiments and photon events were dIgitised into an array

Xj, 3 " 0j1.,,,13 during each time window (trame) of length

approximately 6 me. The average detected photon ratoo In the

experiments were in the range 1-40 per frame or 150-6000 0.1 The

loaer rates were oumparable to the darnk count rate (-7$ a-1 ) and the

highest rates were probably influenced by the dead-time effects that

occur with th.a kind of detector,

an a typicl run, 2 x 104 - 5 x 104 photon ooordinates wore recorded in
109 - 104 frame# and store on diva. An HP 91$6 computer was
programmed to calculate the trplpe correlation of t he photon events

using a cohine-coded oordinate differenoing algorithm, which could

calculate the triple correlation at a rate of 100 @-I for an average of

10 detected photons per frame.

A long exposure image (-S x 104 photons) of' the stationary object (a

double alit) is shown in rig. i(a). With the object moving randomly in

the frame, a long exposure produces the extremely blurred result shown

in Fig. 1(b). Centrolding of each frame prior to averaging

('shift-and-addl) live. an improved result, an shown in Figs. 1(o;, (d)

land (s) for average photon rates of 7.6. 4.4 and 1.1 per frame

respectively, but the presence of the second slit is only apparent at

the highest photon rates and even then is highly distorted. Using the

triple oorrelation method following the reconstruction algorithm of

Bartelt et al (41 (which uses one complete sctant of the binpectrtu).

the reconstruotions shown in rign. 1(f), (g) and (h) are obtained.

Nto that both slits are clearly distinguishable in all cases. In the
Ocase or ri. i(h), t.he average d+etected photon ratel of 1.1 per truea

(of which 0.5 is dark count) meant that only 7% of frames contained the

necessary 3 or more photons for evaluation or the triple correlation

and the reconstruction wam obtained using only 2309 usable frames.

17
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i ~TuDI-3

PFlgue 2 #hows the effect of a uniform baokground supertiposed upon the

double slit Limae, for background to signal ratios of approximately li 1

(column 1) and di1 (column 2) and a signal rate of appoxiuate•ly 4.4

photons a-l. Figures 2(e) and (F) show the reonestruction obtaine4

using a single line of the bispectrum, whereas 2(g) and (h) art found

from a complete octant, Satiasactory reconstruction ia obtained when

the ba&kground rate does not substantially exceed the signal rate.

a b

d e

7'6 4"4 1

f 8" h
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REF 3

Volume 58, number I OPTIC6 CO.MMU.NICATION'S I Mali 1958

IMAGING A FANDOMLY TRANSLATING OBJECT AT LOW LIGHT LEVELS
USING THE TRIPLE CORRELATION

J.C. DAINTY and MV.J. NORTHCOT7

5/,srkiii Lab'eto'li. b'epiriaJ Collele, Landon SWI 252, UX

* ~Recejied 6 January 1956

An imattine photon dete~tor hras been used to reconstirrt ad imesa of a randomly trosatinsato one-diminsionai obitict at
averafte photon rates or lose than one signal photon pot f(rem,. The method used relies oft the shift-invoritance and

* - Founnr-phasa ptreaetviitg properties or the triple correlation funcetion.

1. Introductiotn 2. Method

The triple correlation function P)t(c ,Xl2) and Its A large nusmber (typically 3 X 104) of frames of a
Fourier transform, the blspectrumP.t3  1r, ul), of a randomly translating object were recorded and their
',no-dirrinslonal intensity distribution 1(x) are do. average triple correlation computid using photon dif.
fined by (I), frericling algorithm. The averoag blipactrum was

* found from the avergeg triple correlation by Fourier
J(3)..ufI~x1(xx 1 )Ix~x~dx. (I) transformation and an estimate of the modulus arid

I ax) I--~ xllx+l~x 1 phase of she object spectrum was extrocted from the
average bispectrum. Finally an inverser Fourier trans.

and form yielded an estimate of the original object.
1.U2 U. (2) Random dlspiacemonl of the one dtmonsionsl ob.

7i~u 1, 2).(ui7(~Pi-ut- u),ject wssachieved by viewing It reflecred off a mirror

* where 1(u) In the Fourier transform of 1(x). It has attached to a randomly driven loudsapeakner coil. 'he
boen shown [ 1-3) that a signal *() can be recovered IPD is a microchartrel plate/resistIve anrode device
from its triple correlation or bispectrum and that the (31 with 256 X 156 pixel coordinates, which In' this
recovered signal Is unique except for certain cases of experiment was muked by a preslit and soitware so

sopractical significance in the present study. thsat the photon events were digitised Into a orte<li.
It Is clear from eqts. (1) and (2) that the triple cor. mansiona] srray D1."0 1O,l..127 during each time.

relation and bispectrum are Invariant with object dia, window (farame) of approxirtlately 6 me duration. The
placement, aRemelt and Wirnitrer [41 demonstrated, aver@&e dirk count rats corre~pornded to 0.5 detected
in a computer simulation, that a sharp reconciruction photons per frame.
of a randomly shiifted object on a dark background Insa typical run, 3 X i04 frames ars frecored and
could be obtained at very low light levels tising the bi. stoned on disc. An HP 9836 computer was proptram.
stpectrumn, In this paper we present a practical demon. med to calculate the triple correlation uting at machine.
strotton of this using photons recorded by an Inmqiing coded coordinate differeoncing algorithm. It Is straight.
Photon Detector (IPD) (5 ] and have includetd auni. forward to show [6,7) that a histogram of vector dif
formn background in some of the experiments. foronces of photon coordinates exactly equals the re.

quired average triple corrtatlon W1IIII) of the data,
The avterasge blipectrurr (V131 iR of the data Is formal.

003D-4018/86/$03.50 0 Elsevier Science Publishers D.V. I I
(North-Hlloalnd Physics Publishng Division)
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Iy related to that of the sampled intensity, (
7

)I
t

), The bispectrum is obtained by two dimenrsonal
by (8), Fourier transformatinn of the triple correlation. Our
('p)/k) - N + N, [(17,1a ) method of modulus and phase reconstruction of the

object spectrum from the bispectrum essentially fol.

( owl that of Bartelt et a]. (2] except that, In deter.
mining the phase, a weighted average Is used to allow

where N is the average number of photons per frame. for the verying modulus of the blspectrum. I a, de.
In fact, the correction terms In eq..(3) that have to notes the phase of the object spectrum a:-d 0lm de.

be applied to the triple correlation (D )IMl) to esti. notes the phase of the bispectrum, then, for a real ob.
mate Vs),,) simply correspond to elf.caowmaltion of ject,
photon e'rets. Thus on uribliand estimate of U0hm) (4)
Is obtained If all self.correletion terms are Ignored in ohn , * + am - *-l-M
the direct calculation of (D(3 )tn): there Is no need to It both oO and *I are set to zero, then the resulting
make the correction via the bispectrum of eq. (3). Us. object is ctntred it the origin, The phlaos o2, ).,
inl our existing machine.coded software, the unbiased etc. casn be found by ettling m I and I • 2, 3,.
triple correlation chn be computed at a rate of approe. etc. Fig. I Illustrates how averaged estimates of the
Imately 100 1- 1 for an average of 10 photons ptr phase o* can be found by averaging the values obtain.
frkme, ed lcelg diagonals or the blispectrum.

3. Results

A long exposure Image (-5 X 104 photons) of t.
ow') stationary object (a double slit) Is shown in fig, 2(a).

..'" ."' With the object moving randomly, a long exposure
osi wai produces the extremely blurred result Ahown in fiA,~ ** ........ 2(b). Centroldig of each frame prior to averaling

0011( 11c1) okv.i ("ohift-anrd.sdd") gives an Improved result as shown
.. o .4.,, .4 ,.. . in figs, 2(c), kd) and (a) for average detected photon

4. •011 00.11 • ,, rates of 7.&, 4.4 and 1.1 per frarme respectivaly (of
which 0, per frame Is dark count). Centroiding bare.

S•, os I o, ly reveals the presence of the second slit, even at the.,. o,, ,,, .,., .,..,*, ,, .,oL"..I... •highest photon rates. Uling the triple correlation and
ci I I col, ,, I ,; 1 jIal ,,o blipectrum, the reconstructions shown in figs. 2(n........ I.. .. .. ,[.. .... .... .-... (S) and (h) u obtained. Note that both sitse are clear.

C. ID - L,41 1., 00111 CL P 1,0. a0. ly diutbLguishod in all coast. In AlS, 2(h), the aveageodet.cted photon rate of 1.1 psi frame, of which 0.5 is

° ") I dark count, meant that only 711 of frames contained
,'*,~ *'* .. *, o. .,. .. ,. .. *.,. ., . .. . the necessary 3 or more photons required for the eva.

.. --E.. luation of the triple correlation and tho reconstruction
• ,1 2 3 5 " was obtained using only 2089 frames.

Fig. 3 shows the effect of a uniform background
Fig. 1. Phase retrleval from the bilpecuum. The boxes rsept. superimposed upon the double slit image for back.
sent valuts of the blipeetrum, for stemple, the box it (3.2) ground.to.signal ratios of approximately 1.4: 1 (col I),
represents O11. The upper value of a in each box is the value 2.8 : 1 (col 2) and 5.4: 1 (col 3) and a signal photon
or the object ipectrum recoverable from that value of r and rate of 3u1 per frame. In each cas, ro w 3 shows the
the two oarlaer vlausi cfa iIves in the lower part or the box.
For example, from 0I1 we can find is it we alredy know a3 reconstructions obtained using simply a single line of
and a. the blspectrum and row 4 uses the complete octant.
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a b Although the reconstruction is Improved when the
b full octant of the biapectrum it used, the Improvement
-7 dots not appear to be as great me simple reasoning

I I souggesto (8), For the examrple shown In flg. 3 bark.
grounltito-signai ratios up to 3 still permit teconstruc-

~ ~ Ion or the object from the bispectrtim.

~~z J 4. Corhcltions antd (utu,. work

c d ~ We have dornonstrated that a sharp image of a

randomly moving object cat be reconstructed at it.

ton per from*) uting the triple correiation and bi.
spectrum. A machine-coded vsctor correlation aIgo.

FW. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~Ft 2.Lfa f u.bsoid~ il o~ta eat~ . (a)-s Loo .xpoino bimeag of tiis arny object.Nln
.15k'a ~ag of 4 poto~ttrme th ~ai(dob~ lit s hor 4., e7anx47phoS.rt /u Ims w the16 r4e.4 n dolcoid po
ba~s), (I end (a reepsoteaty, (d-~ tonso pershetemsoaw. pngu. (g-((orw whichhtOnrJmesbia ieas ounIri.e(0-
cliii blesa~(h) co)(l)tbonding reconstruction using thehe triple wroeation.

L _111 rhoopikat he tio nf~)-() Is cmputionr ad1I

Ar otprset n d) () r i22i
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(one. or two.dlmensional) for t0 photons per frame 0028). We thank Dr. K. O'Donnell for helpful discus-

and a rulativly straightforward hard.wird corels, atons and D. Ntw man ot susiutance with the Image
tot bond on CMOS hkig could achime the same rate Photon Detector.
for 50- 100 photons per frame, thus allowing on.line
computation of the triple correlation. The principal
problem in extending this to two dimensions lies in References
the storage capcicty required for one complete octant
of the bipaictrum (-32 Mwords for a 120 X 128 itI A.W. Lohmann &Ad B. Wirndtser. Poc. E1r. 72' 1984)
Image). It may be possible to usel a selection of planes 1a9,
In the blipectrum to reconstruct the object with only 12l H. la,elt, A.W. Lohmann end B. Witltaet. AppL Optics

23 (1984) 3121.a sma losI in signal-tonoise ratio compared to a re. (31 T. MaIUivus and T.J, Urich, Proc. 1EEZ 72 {1984) 1403.
construction using the complete octant. 141 H. Bnleot slnd 3. Wirnltter, Optics Comm. 53 (1913) 11.

1 10. Rseas t al., J. Phys. 9 13 (1910) 76).
161 A. Willat, L. KoechiUn and A. Lab#ymie, in: Imallg procc.-

uwn teutliques in astronomy, adf. C, Doe J)ar and t.
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Photon limited imaging through turbulence

0. R. Ayers, J. C. Dainty and H. J. Northcott

Optics Section, Ilackett 14boratory, Imperial College, london SW7 203, UK

The imaging of objects through atmospheric turbulence has been studied for two
particular colese Mi} when the telescope diameter D Is much smaller than the atmospheric
coherence scale rn and (Ii) when 0 )' r . Case (I) produces randomly moving Images and
case (II) results in speckled Images. Tr, both lasse, triple correlation teohnAquea are
investigated and compared with possible altornastve methods, such as coentrolding for (I)
and the Knox-Thompson method for (ii). The triple correlation technique appears to be the
most satisfactory ens for both problems at low light levels.

Introduction

The image of a small object viewed through atmospheric turbulence shows, in general,
two characteristic featuree! It randomly translates and is broken up into a speckle
pattern. A detailed description of the effect of turbulenme in imaging is given in
Ref. 1, but the two characteristics can be under~tood in simple terms by considering the
cases where the telescope diameter D is very much smaller than the atmospheric coherence
scale r. or very much greater than it, In the former case (D t4 r ) a point source object
appear. as a randomly tilted wavefront in the telescope pupil and ehus gives rise to arandomly translating image of the objet. In fet, randomly translating images can aleo
arise if the object tAse1! is randomly translating or if the telescope is doing so, for
example, because of guiding errors or wind buffeting the support structure. The method
of object reconstruction described in this paper does not depend on the cause of the
random shift in the image,

In the second case ID - r ), it is well-known that a speckled imiage Is produced by a
point source object as a result of interforonce~o5 randomly phased a&eas in the telescope
pupil. The technique of speeckl intkrfsrometry I recovers a diffraction limited auto-
correlation of the object intensity and it work: at very low light levels, as low as a
few detected photons per frame for simple strugtures such as binary stars. A5 m•ltitudo of
speckle imaying techniques have been suggested'. The Knox-Thompson technique calculates
phase diTEiren'os in the Fouirier plane, the phase itself being7 9 Ind, in effect, by
integration of the Oifferences1 4 The triple correlation method " which is related to
the technique of phase closure , is apparently morefifficult to implement than the Knox-
Thompson technique but p~ssesses inherent advantages discussed below.

Zn this paper we present experimental results and computer sLmulations for the two-
dimensional imaging of a randomly translatlng object and coputer simulation results for
speckle Aimiinq, in both. oases at very low light levels. Tge details of the computational
techniques and detaild comparisons of different methods' are presented elsewhere. We
start with a I lf summary of the triple correlation and its relation to other correlation
functions.

The tripole correlation

Tne triple correlation o(,x2) of a real function i(x) Is defined by
8

113) ( 1 ,j2 ) f ii(e) iia - t) i(x + ?2) dl (1)

and Its four dimLnsional Pourier transform, the bispectrum (3(U 1,12 ) by
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where I(u) is the two dimensional Fourier tranisform of i(1). Note that, for two
dimensional functions i(E), the triple correlation and bispectr:m are four dimensional and
this causes an irodiate problem regarding computer storage. tven taking account of the
known 9 tries , one would require 500 Mwords of memory for the bispectrum of P
2515 x M•6function.

eon fand its Fourier transform, theenergy spctu i q ordendfor relI

and

1KT4)

T ftnox-Thompson oorralation i(K) Axu) And its Fourier trarfsform (with respect to x0; X" "(y,,Ay) are deiiied by

and M ) (ILI Ag?(• ) V (11 I*(Y.1 + AU) ( 6)

where Ay is a fixed, smal' vector.

If Eq.(2) is rewritten with _ 2  ' Au, then

0I3)1•1,A•1 - I1a•) I(KT)[2IAU1 ( 7)

Thus, a single plane of the bispectrum for a small fixed value of Au, is equal to the
Knox-Thcmpson crosa-spoectrum multiplied by an object-dependent quantity MOh).

.here are several different techniques that can bi used1 Io compute the various correlation
functions and their Fourier transforms at low light levels . For direct calculation
correlation, a vector differencIng algorithm is the most efficient at low light ievels
However, reconstruction algorithms that require the bi pectrum would necessitate taking the
four-dimensional Fourier transform of thie triple correlation and this is not practical
on grounds of speed or computer memory for large arrays. In euch ases we either compute
seleoted sub-planes of the biepectrum or use tomographic techniques. Selected planes of
the bispectrum, tq.(7), are found 1y calculatill their inverte Fourier transform directly
using a weighted photon differencing algorithm and then Fourier transforming the remult,
or by direct Fourier transforming using Eq.(31. In the tomographic method, the two
dimensional photon dota is projected onto a li.e at angle S, thus reducin Ltne
dimensionalit of the calcvlation. This is repeated for sevnrkl angles I in tne results
below). In all cses of photon differencing, bias terms due to self-correlation of photuns
are avoided by excluding from tne calculations all vector diffetences bftween a photon
event and itself.

The method of reconstruction of the object spectrum from the bispectrum essentially
followed that described io Reds 9 and 10, with somi speed improvement. The object intensitywas found by simple inverse Fourier transformation. both of these reconstruction steps have

scope for improvement( e.g. the inv'erse Fourier transformation is -iot positive-constrained
20IP1Vt811ys PWoI oiatinT 0#8ebj:tntn1t
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Randomly movin obi•ects

1.beratory experimonto and computer simulations have Loan carried out on imagIng *is
randomly movinq two dimensional object at very low light levels. Earlier oxporiments on a
one dimensional obJect indicated that object reconztructLon can be achieved at average
sigal levels on the order of 1 detested photon per Irame end 30,000 frames.

Pigure I showa & achematic of the *xperLm ntal apparatus. The random votion was
achieved by tilting a mirror linked by a lever to randomly driven loudspshke 9 ooill8. The
Imaging Photon Detector (IPD) is a microchannel plate/reo stLve anode device with
256 x 256 pixel coordinates, although In the experiment the pixsl area was restricted to
32 x 32.

To image a randomly translating obleat we clearly must average some quantity that Li
translation-invariant. The autotarrelation, Eq.(M), (or energy spoetrule) satisfies this
Condition, but it is not, Ln genebal, ponRible to reconstruct an object unambiguously
from Its autocerrelation function . The tri pIe correlation ti also trsnslation-invarLant
and is th 6oefore Ideally suited to this problem as first pointed out by Barneit and
Wirnitser

All calculations were carried out on an HPI836 desktop computert the total time taken
to complete the bispectrum of 2000 frames with an average of 15 detected photons per frame
was approximately 20 hours end the reconstruction from the bispectrum was aooom~lliohed
in a few minutes. The results &ru shown in Pigure 2. simple centroiding prior to averaging
yields a blurred result, as in PLg.2(b) - in fact, centroiding can possibly be done in a
more inlllllgent way by gruuping together all frames with the same nulmber of detected
photons , but this has not been attempted yet. The result derived from the triple
corralatieri. Pieure 3(c), using 2000 frames and an average of 15 detected photons per
frame (approximately 0.1 photons per object pixel) compares favourably with the original.
However, the reconstruction Li not perfect arnd it is believed that this was due to
imperfections in the flat-field response of the IPD. A computer simulation for this case
gave almost perfect reconstruction with 2000 frames.

A computer 3imulation study was carried out for a second object, comprising approximately
150 pixels with a pixel ares of 128 x 125 (see Figure 3). Again, 2000 frames at an average
photon rate of 15 photons per frame (- 0.1 photons per object pixel) were Used. A &un3/160
computer and Sky "Warrior" array processor were used to generate the data, calculate the
bispectrum and reconstruct the object from the bLipectrum, Two methods of calculating the
bispectrum were usedo in the first (reconstruction shown in Fig.)(c)),selected planes were
computed and in the second (Pig 3(d)) a tomographic technique using 36 angles was used.
Despite the very low photon flux of approximately 0.1 per object pixel on average, the
reconetructions are of high quality. The computing time for Pig 3(c) was approximate)y
S0 min (compared to approx 20 hr for the 32 x 32 array in Pig.2), i.e. approx 1.5a per
frame.

speckle interforometry gives a good estimate of the Pourier modulus I0(u)l of an object,
but does not provide the Pourler phase, The Knox-Thompson method gives eslimates of phase
differences in the Fourier plone of the image as can be seen by taking the argument of
rq. ( 16) 1

T1- (M(* ÷ A (8)

where ; Is the phase of the image spectrum and AI Ii a fixed (ismall) vector. The Knox-
ThompsoA transfer function is purely real (to first ocder ) and thus the phase of the
object spectrum 0 (1) is simply equal to that of the image spectrum 9,(1).

t'king the argument of 3q,7), it is clear that, for a single image, the pnase
91 &(g1,AX) of the bispectrum in equal to that given by the Knox-Thompson method plus

01 ig ,'6) - 9J(KTI(yI,Aq) + 91(61). 12)

For a single image, *s(A) is a constant and may be taken to be zero. Thus, the Knox-
Thompson quanJtity is equlvalent to a single olans of the bispectrum.

Consider now the maseurement of the ensemble average of gqe.(2) and (6) for the triple
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correlation and Knox-Thompson methods respectively, where the images have random displace-
monto due to random tilts in the incident wevefront. The triple correlation Ii invariant
to translation, whereas it is necessary to exactly ce~roid the image intensity to obtain
translation Lnvariance in the Knox-Thompson tochniqu . In principle, this can be done
at high light levels but not when there are ,only a few detected photons per frame. However,
the results of computer simulations indicate that , 100 detected photons per frame are
probably required for imaging all but the very simplest objects and thus, in practice,
the Knox-Thompson method is effectively translation invariant provided the data is centroided
prior to processing.

The signal-to-noise ratio of a measurement of a single playg of the bispectrumo Lq.(7),
is lees than that on the Nfnox-Thompson cross-spectrum, Eq.(6) :a lower order moments can
always be estimated more accurately than higher order ones. On the other hand, additional
phase estimates can be obtained from other planes in the biepeotrum. These phase estimates
are not all statistically independent and their error increases as one moves off the main
diagonal u - -u of the bispectruml this fact should be taken into account In the
reconstrudcion algorithm. Results of computer simulations indicate that the two techniques
give approximately the same signal-to-noise ratio for point-like objects.

The principal edvantage of reconstruction from the bispectrum is that it avoids the
problems caused by small values of the modulus inthe Knox-Thompson method. These occur at
points in the Fourier plane whero the modulus is sero or small, and the fixed value A
does not allow simple ways around this problem. The effect in practice is to limit tNe
upper spatial frequency of phase recovery and is object-dependent.

Computer simulations of speckle imaging have been carried out to compare the Knox-
Thompoun end triple correlation teohniques. Zn a typical aim,'lation, 20,000 photon-limited
126 x 121 speckle frames are generated in the following ways (a) generate a correlated
Gauslian phase proceas of appropriate variance and correlation length in the pupil, Mb)Fourier transfrm and thke square modulus to generate intensity point spread function

(speckle image of point a orce), (Cc convolve with object intensity, (d) generate photons
via a Poisson random number generator. Using the Sun3/ISO and array processor, it takes
approximately is to generate one set of photon conrdinates (i.e. one image), Figure 4
shows seas computer-generated steller speckle patterDy, for a 0 a 2m telescope, ro - 10 cm,

-*500 nm, spatial frequency out-off - 10.4 arc sec

Figure $ compares reconstructions of an asteroid-like object via the two techniques
for 12,000 frames with an average of 1OO J•teotod photons per frames •ssuming a wavelength
bandwidth 41 20 nm, exposure time of 10 a and a 0 w 2m telescope, this corresponds to an
integrated magnitude of my - 1s for the asteroid, whose extent is approximately 0,5 are see
by 1.0 are meo.
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FgijExperimental results on the imaging of a randomly moving objectat very low light1011.H..verage of 15 detcted photons per frame, 2000 frImesl. (A) -imae of stationary
object (5) - centroided image (C) - image reconstructed from the triple correlation
method.
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SdIIComputer simulation

fr imaging arnol
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A - image of stationary objeot
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C reconstruction from bi-
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D - u radon transform
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141 IIF

Figure4 Compur-gnerated stear speckle patterns of a point source (left) and a
uniformu disc (right).
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A B .

Computer simulation of Imaging an astoroid-liko object through turbulence.
P'-'-ao case, 12,000 frr,:',e with an average of 100 detected photons per frame was used.
(A) - diffraotion-limited inLa: of oboset
(I) - long-exposure image throgh u rbulIenae
(C) - reoonstrUction ussIng the Knox-Thompson mothod
(D) - reconstruction usling the bispectrum method.
At this light level, more rraries are requirod to yield an acceptable reconstruction.
9xamination of the spectrum of the reconstruotiona C and 0 shows that the bispectrum
reconstruction Li superior to that of the XT method.

Spit Val 10*InAWWROPrubeO NWAS~M (7/1971/ 580
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Speckle imaging techniques

J C. Dainty

Blackett Laboratory, imperial College, I.ondon SW7 2B8, UK

ANSTRACT

several propoeeJ techniques of focal plane am"gIng through turbulence are described and
compared. The techniques rert shift-and-add, exponential fJlter, Knox-Thompson (cross-
spsrtrum) and triple correlation. Particular attention is given to the performance of the
methods at extremely low light levels of a few detected photons per frame.

speckle interferometry, as invented by Ib.eyrie , provides an estimate of the diffraction
limited autocorrelation or energy spectrum of an object. In a linear, isoplanatic,
incoherent imaging system, the image intensity i(!) is related to the object intensity
o(x) by a convolution relationship,

ilK) * o(E) * p(i) , (2i

where I denotes convolution and p(s) is the instantaneous point spread function of the
Sopticll system. When imaging through turbulence, p( t) 'i:a random speckle pattern whose
* stati•tc are similar to those nf laser speckle pattns I In POu oer space, 9q.(1) is

* I~) - (u) P(g . (V)

where the upper-clas functJons denote the Pourier transforml of the lower-ca*e onetj the
quantity P(u) is the inmstant'aneoue teleacope-atrosphere transfer fr•nction.

In conventional lo.*g-exposure imaging, one forms the average,

and, as Is well-known, the average teloscope-stmolphere transfer function (PQO)l drops off
rapidly for angilar spatial frequencies greater than r /1, where ro, the FrieZ parameter,
is typically 10 cm at a govd observing site,

In speckl! interferometry, one forms an average of the energy spectrum,

* 0(2)ý ) .( P 2)( • 1)

I:, Fq.(4), the superscript denotes that a second ordar correlation is being performed,
which in image space coula be written

As orlginally shown by Korff , the speckle transfer function e P( 2 )(u) contains a
difraction- imited component and thus allow@ the estimation of the energy spectrum of the
oDbjct up to an angular spatial frequency of D/A, where 0 is the telescope diameter,

As a result of Fq (4), speckle interferometry has three properties that have contributed
significantly to Its success in astronomyt

(i) it provides diffraction-limited information about the object structure
(ii; that information is perturbed by a _.nsa traner function, end
fill) the imsge energy epectur can be evsa ed at very low light levels using
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photon correlation techniques

Regarding point (!I), it is not essential that the transfer process b6 lirear, but it is
usjally desiraDle and in any case the imaging process must be well-understood and have an
iriverse solution so that object data can be found quantitatively.

Clearly, neither Fq.(4) or (5), provides an estimate of thT 2?bjeot .nap o(•) diractly.
Methods of trying to estimate o(?) grom Its energy speotrum 0 (y) are reviewed in these
Proceedings by Fienup and •lscwhe 1 1 ). The problqm is that o0 , stTmating the phase 9(u) of
0(j), given the squared modulus Q (y) a I0( )lJ . Although a considerable amount of-effort
has gone into solving this proble, no geaneal solution exists. Furthermore, speckle
patterns contain information that is additional to that given by the energy spectrum and
this should be exploited when finding the object map.

In the following section we review briefly tour proposed methods of 12neOIe imaging, e8ch
of which processes the raw speckle data in a different way to LaDbeyriuV'SPSOISe
interf erometry. However, it is desirable that any proposed technique of speckle imaging
retains the advantagOcus properties (i) (iii) of the original speckle technique, as well
as giving an estirate of the object map. Property (iII), the ability to work nt very low
light levels, is part cuiarly important, since just about any method works when photon ,eoise
Is n%ýlected.

FOUR PROPOSID TFCD1H2.UV OF IPF.,XI.T IMAG•NG

A. Sniftand-add

In i6' method, first proposed by lynds eat &1 and considerably extended by Rates
7
'- And

others , one averagea cetroided vera ione of selected brisht speckles. At high light livela,
the method would have linear transfer iunotioh if oach "speokle" were a randomly translated,
linearly dyraded imsae of the o riinal object. This is not the case, as shown by
Hunt et al , and the *hif--a ad method is not linear at high light level. There Is
also the problem of idvenýyinj bright speckles in photon-limited data,

Recently, we have analysed1ohift-and-add imaging ýt very low light les%,ss for the case of
a randomi,, translating object (whose imaging 1s linear at high light levels). The
photon-iiited case is also fundamentally non-linear. if ( OH(u) ) denotes tile Fourier
spectrwn or the average of all centroided frames that contain e0actly N detected photons and
:(u) denozes the normaliled Fourier spectrum of the high li-i.t level intensity of the
or~ginal (unshifted) image, then

N IIu) (' N -. (6)

Thus, for example, for N * 2

that is, the spectrum of the shift-and-add image is proportionil to the enoL ecr of
the true image Equation (6) has interesting implications for phase retr-eva.,

B, Fxponential filtering

For modulws-only reconstruction in one dimension, the solition is ambiguous because the
complex jeros of th* energy spectrum of the object include uoth the isros of the original
oo~ect and their inverses The g.bs ct can be reconstructed uniquely if its $eras can be
identified correctly and Walker showed thai thii can be dona using an exponential
filter in the imsqe domain.

The average energy spectrum of the ima . 1
121

(u) * - '(u) 2 , i found in the
usual way, A second energy spectrum r' .i' 1) ¾, ii found by mulTLplying each frame i(K)
by an exponential , exp(-2iax), where a' is a constant, It car, be shuwn that

Si,(2)1u ) 01o (2) (u) P, ,(2) ( ) ,(0
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so that from the original data we can extract the energy spectrum of the object and that of

the exponentia)ly filtered object. In principle, these together contain sufficient

information to reconstruct the gbject intensity. In practice, one has to use a modified
version of the Fienup algorithm to recover the object map and no satisfactory modification
WXIstsl

C Cross-spectrum method

I (KPImethod was first proposed oy Knox and Thompson
1

n(KT) Th KT correlation,
I (X'A), and its Fourier transform (with respect to 11) 1 . ,O), are defined by

I(KT)
1 

ju) f { (x) i( - x,) *xp(f2miu.x) dx (9)

whre A is a fixod small vector,

When applying eqs. () and (1j; to speckle imaging, an average is taken over many speckle
framel and it can be shown th•t

I (11,6iuT) )I, OKT)I,)Au) . p(XT)(I,) ) , ()

where 0 (KN)( 1 6,0U * 0(! 1 ) 1 (0 ( %; ) (1A)

and P P(HT) (Y6u) P2 Q1 I P4( Au (13)

where (P) is the seeing-limited transfer function It follows from Vq (3) that I&£1
mIst be is&& than the seeing-limited angular freouency of r /X for diffraction-limited
information to ýe retained in I.q11), It also follows tha? the phase of the KT transfer
f.nction is zero and thus, taking the argumint of Fq (11),

9 (T ,ki lb ) - o(P U ) " % (to a u Au) , (14)

whler¥ (T;T is the phase of I(KT) and (u1) 'a the phase of O(u).

Thus the XT technique gives fhr%1jjel•linformation in the spectrum of the object
and the phase has to be found by TjIit o avoiding phase dislocations.

0. Triple correlation

This method was first applied to speckle imaging by We lt-
2 0 

and is delsribed in
more detail elsewhere In these Proceedings and in reviews 1. The triple (auto-) correlation
and its Fourier transform, the bLipectrum, are defined by

HI(a J(A- ILI) 01- * A3) dA 1S11-12E) f
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and

In speckle imaging, the average bispectjT• of the image in related to that of the object
through a blepoctrum transfer function ( P ( 1 ,R 2 ) ),

) - 0 13,( 2 1 . (P 
3

1(u 1,U 2 ) ) (17)

As with the KT tecnnique, the biapectrum transfer functioiA is non-sero in maqnitula and has
zero phase up to the diffraction limit of the tele3cope. Using tnis fact and taking the
argument of Fq.(16), we find that

T( 
3
) 19 ) '' -' '4u Y(18)0042

where ( is the bispectrum phase. A recureive algorithm can b3 used to reconstruct the
phase of the object transform, 0 (u), from the blpactrum phase.

COMPARISON OR CRQII-6PTCrRUi AND 918PVCTRUM

If Fq.(161 for the Dispectrum of a single frame is written with 12 " Au, then, for a
single lplanel of the bispectrum,

I 0)(g1 ,aw) * 1(u1 ) I* J - bu) I(Au)

I (KT)(gIau) I(A ) , (19)

and thus this plane of the biapectrum equals the cross-spectrum multiplied by an image-
dependent number V(tw) Taking the argument of fq (19),

013)(•lbu) • (KT)(QaI,69) 4 Caw) (20)(IC?)

The phase of the oispectrum is invariant to a translation of the image (this is clear
from rqm (15) ard (16)) Whereas that of the orosa-apectrum i% not shift-invariant , When
implementing the KT algorithm in practice, it is necessary to centroid each frame prior to
processing and this ic equivalent, in the noise sense, of calculating a single plane of the
bi spectrunm.

rxact analytical expressions for the KT and blapectrum transfer functions are difficult to
obtain Ond instead we have used Monte Carlo techniques to compare them. rigure I compares
the two transfer functions for equivalent subplanee for realistic atmospheric parameters.

Signal-to-Noise Patios

Both the cross-spectrum and triple correlation are complex qualtiti*s and thus both the
signal-to-noise ratio of the 1dulue, SNR , and the phase error r are of interest. Thenethod of Goodman and Belaher for finding 9NAm for tq energy slectrum can be extended to

the cross-spectrum and bispectrum for both SNR. and F . Pigure 2 shows INR and F inthe frequency domain for an asteroid type of object ald an imaging system witw a unit
transfer function (1 . no atmospheric turbulence), for a mean number N - 100 photons per
frame for equivalent cross-spectrum (K?) and blspectrum sections. Note that the UNR is
:ower (and I, higher) for the bispectrum case, confirming the general result that arforl are
always higher on higher moments.

No,.e that, in practice,

5m
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as assumed by NiSeneon and Papaliolios in their analysin of the effect of photon noise on
tne KT algorithm.

:n the presence of atmospheric turbulence, the expressions for the signasto-noise ratio
per frame in the cross-spectrum and bispectrum can become quite complicated At high

light levels, then

SNR(TC) I , I ,/X

and (22)

SNR(KT) I luI I c r /X

For lb u, r Al, SNP(KT) - 0 , whereas fur Iil ,

2T (3111) 2

ýTCI~ (u 'ý12
SNP'Tu r T(23)

where T~n) is the normalised overlap area of n pupils.

At low light levels, in the important region 6uIl and ;u 1 r /h, both signal-to-noise
ratio& show a linear dependence on the aveIage numBer of pfgtons Per speckle, just like the
power spectrum case, Por IAuj and u1l ," r/A, the cross-spectrum has a signal-to-noise
of essentially' zero, whereas-the ilop ctru'm Rintains a small value which i strongly
dependent on the average number of speckles per frame.
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OBJECT RECONSTRUCTION FROM PHOTON.LIt4ZTED CENTROIDED DATA
OF RANDOMLY TRANSLATIN4G IMAGES

L.C. do Plietas,?1,. Northoott, D.J Drames and J.1.. Dainty

OpisSection -Ba. a Laborator

Centrolidng is Investigated as a uimple and compuatationul fas technlique of Image reconstruction, at low light level, of
a randomnly traslatikngmage. The detected frames are @aiedby their numaber of photons, cmntroidod, separated average

orme an the copare with the usual wayof controlidng freames. An algorithm for retrieving the phase for ow.
dimensional contruldod Itmagng Is presented and computer simulated data is used to teat the theory sad the reconstruction

Tediffraction-limlitd amg eouino grmnad.base 4 metre telesoe operating at 400 nam is approximately 0.02C
(are second). Atmoepheric turbulence, however males the Image of an unresolved star broader .- 1.0* (*on secnd of arc) and
exhibit a granular structure resembling a speckl Pattern.

* A number of teehaiquab have been developed to retrieve the dil~ractlon-limiLed Image by recordinag ahort-eacpoeure (ramase
of thus, speckle patterns. The SHIFI'-AND-ADD (SAA) msthod( 1-6) is one of the propoeed techniques. It relics on the

prpetion that each frame consists ofmany distorted replicas of the true Image andi that an improved estimate of the image
coul d be~ found by, superimposing those distorted replicas. The superposition Is carried out by considering that the brightest
part of a speckle ma~.ge Is, most lkely, a distortod version of the brightest part of the true Image. In each frame, the brighter

sp*Ww me fo nd an by shifting and superimposing them at the centret of the frame (SIIIFT.AND.ADD) the imperfectionsof te idivdualimaes ondto average out.

At very low light levels, for example, the mean number of photons/frame 7'K 10 photons/framei, however, each of thesedistorted Imges may have onl afwpons and no *bih'speckle can be chosen in order to implement the BAA technique.
As a firs approach on how thel "Ishltadad(A)te qebhv at very low light mlevl, atheoretical study Is preseanted
focusing on centroldng photo-UnlIlted data emitted from a randlornuy transelating lmae.A rationshlpbtee hs

centroided images and the stationary normalised image 1(r) as wagl as a phase rec01LOUatruton algorithm Is presented COt the
c ase of one-dimenslona object. Computer simulated photon data emoitted from a binary stat system Is used to atsses the theory
sad the reconstruction algorithm.

2 .TH~PYO ETODN AAO RANDOQMLY TANSLATING IMAGES

To *freoe"e a frat'domily Moving image, photons1, that are all supposedr to be emanated from the same randomly translating
imgaedetected during a series of short t~me intevals(fiamss). To retrieve the stationary Inmae one should for fach frame,
shf h hoton vectors by the *.oun t hitt the true centroid of the Image is displzced In respect to tbe Centre of the

I sIrean averag.(add) over all the frames. Tue true centroid Lad hence the true shift vector c , however, is unknown and
another shift ve.'tr Rh must be determined (see Fig. 1). As an estimator (or the trull centroid, the controld ve,.tor of the
detected photons can be evaluated, all the photon vectors are then shifted by this estimator %ad an average image of many

* such frames is formed.

The relationship between this est~mated inage and the normalized stationary Image 1(r) can be derived assunaing that the
N-photon Aiata dk(x) detected on the k"' frame Is modoled(4) as sri .nhomogeneoux Poisson process mathema 'eLl~y described

N

Let Av(u,xli,-...xN) be the Fbcurler transforui afd&(x)

Dh~~xa .. ,xN - /(x -x;) ep(-i2w~ia x)dx

exp ,:p-i2ru -x,) (2)
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4-4.4.

+ ..1 .4 4 .

* Detected Photons

Figure I1. Typical tramse showing the true and the esi~mated shift wecors. - e and R&5

The N photon Metrold vector ft5 of the b htframs (Figure 1) is deoond as

Rk (3)

Suhetltut~ng In terms of the ontrold coordinat~s rj w xj - Rk (Fig. 1) we havo

DtNNA, ---,39N) w estp(-,2ru -Rh) dzep(-i2iru .rj)

lot

M aep(-ieu -Rk) DZ(u, ri, ...rm) (4)

Where .5 1(u~rl,...rNv) - .5j(u,Xj,...XN)ieAtb Fourier transform of the cestrolded bb(UPXI,...XN).

The relatkn etwiwen the centrolded and non-oetoiwded data spectrum is thereforgi

bJ~~xj .. jN)- eup(+i2wu -Rk) 1%(u, xi,.xiv)
N

=*Mep(+i2wu -Rb) 1; MA-40,1u Xj)
lot

ssep(+sMtt. ). ap(-i2ru -11- lxj)....e. 6S+i2ru. (3

Due to the dopendence of Dt(u,x1 ,...,xv) on t~Le photon coordin~to xj the eswrable average of &hies Zj(u,x,,...,pLN)
CaA We performedt taking into account that the xj'a are Independent random variables and that conseqiuently the joint probability
density, p(x 1,....,aj.4, of detecins N htons between moocein&w XI,.......X and X1 +"I . .... N + dN IS the ProducL Of
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the 1in epedent ptoba~1~ty densimI of having one photon between xw and xt + dx1 time the probability density of
detectng saother photon betwAee X2 + szt4 en on. Hence

(X1 ....,XN)dZ -.,.dxN - P(xi).-P(x).......p(x)dxf .,,dx. (6)

where p(xj) Is equal to the vormaUsed Intensity 2(i(xj) at coordinate xj and frame k 1.1..

PMxj) - '(xj) MT

Let ok reprsent the true eantrold shift vector A frame tk. The furotlon T'(xj) at frame tk and coordinate xj Is related to
the stationary normased Image I(xj) (Fig, I) by

A'(39) - 1(xj3-9 ) ()

As a tooequene

A(xj) - "(xj)
-I(xj - Ch)

- p(xj, ei)

where p(xj,eb) Is a normalized probability denslty that depends both on xj and on the random true centrold vector ck.

The average of C(uxit .... x,') over the ensemble of (ram. has therefore to be done in two tep•i Anrt averaging over
the detected photon coordinatee xj and then over the true centrold vector ch. Lots represent by Dj(u,eC) the result after
•.eWglng oye xt,...,Oz.

- Xxl,,) .... p(xM, Ch) Di (u, x• ..... xjv) dxj .... dx,

-/I(XI -k •.,....lx -X k.)'D(U,X1-X")x ..... x d,) x,..,M1

Substituting (6) Into (10) one get:

B"(u, Ch) a I(xi - i) arp(+•2,ru !) A, ........

...... ]1(xv - C1b)Sp(+i2wu, )dX- (/N)

The Integrals In (11) can be evaluated e"•aly giving:

:*(xj - CA)sp(-i2*r. z-j)dxj , e:p(-i2rj. -j) 7(a) (12)
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wher T(d) Is the fturirtrtn~rm of 1(r) and &an either be equal to -MI.N" of to +U 11 - LIN'].

Using reut (12) tha.t tr of' the eau in (11) II:

- Y(-U/N)eep(+i2ff .os) ...... N(l /Jsp -i~j-r u-# .. T(-u/N) svp(+i2va s)

-. / (u1 - 1/NJ)) sep(-i2s- c,)) [T(-u-N)], [.p(02r•. e),)- ([ - 1N) (T,/)]N "P..4 "~-u'h

N I L(uf - L/N)) [T(-Ny)]"N- (13) (

which is lnle4mdeaL of Ide.
Toh eval ui~on of the sum over J c4n, therefore, be performed straigbtlorwa•dy Siviagi

- •({ ,,-1/]) [T( -. u/.)] " )

* Nr(,,(1 -1/NJ) [?(-,,/,N]"'* (14)

The rmult Is (14) Is Indepmedent of ch und hmce,

5w-(3). (DUu Ct)).
. NT•(u(, - 1/NJ) fT(¢-/N)]N" (18)

It Is convenient to Introduce a normallsed spqctrum O),(u) defined as

O(AU) M - 2  ,yleldln the Important result

01oU) - NIL[ - 1/NI) [T(_U1N)J N,(10)

Eoxprs.,,ion 1) is, AreloShip between the normalsed spectriu of the stationary Imae T(u) and the spectrum ,,(u
of the cantrded of thoe frme wontaining eaactly N phoons/frame. The Independence of (13) on ck shows that

ON(u) Is a translating invariant quantity thai depends only on the spectrum Yand on the number of pholons/framse N. As a
consequeoce the quantity 4Ni(u) is the same either for the randomly moving Image as well as for the stationary Image.

Equation (10) can be re-expraesed in object space:

¢•,(r) -. 7 (4,()

S)T(U-.) [T(-ulN)J

*7(7-(Mu )) ....... .® .. (-u/N), (IT)

(N-I) s.m.

41
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An enaminaton of the abve reults for some particular values of N ure instructive. For instance for N o 2 Eq.(16) reduce to

whic Is~he PM sectntma f7 T) where the variable u Is scaled by & factor of 2. Fourier transforming Qu) yields. the

Ow- Its) T'-~T- (19

The &bve" equation is related to the triple correlation 1 ' (") 1,s defined for real function. as

-)X,2 ]I(X)1(X + xt)I(x + s) dz (20)

and Its Fowrler Wtraiorm l7)(u,v) known as the bispectrunn

M '(u, V) - r(u) Y(v) T(-u -V) (21)

It must be pointed out that for u, n fu, v o-u or u m -lu, v is ju, which are represenatatlons of liaes in the u,v plans,

e quation (21) educes to (18).

Another llimiting cuse is when N ". no. Remembering that Y(u) has been normalized to unit at u 0 lt can be seen thiati

- dim {7(U(I - l/NJ)} X ýJIm (T(- )N}

which is the normalized stationary imapespectrum.

Foxpern -ants WeOe carried out Using simulated one dimensional photon data fenerate by a computer where the desired
low-ilght level Is achieved by selecting the value of the Poisson mean (17) in the roissou distribution of photons detected In

*each (tame, Interval. In the particular SI"simlaton experiment described in this paper, we lot 77 m 3 photons/frame. ftaines
with 0 or 1 phoona/frame are disregarded because they do not carry any Information concerning the Intensity distribution of
the Image, and a total of 60,084 frames ot a randomly translating image (of a binary star) conaainng M it 3 photons/frame

weres ~ieated. Thetse frames car, ho grouped In wits of frames couta~lulus a numbert of photons rangine froin Nu3 up to No 13
pons/frame In this case The actual distribution for each value of NWit shown In Ta~ble I for the photon-data used In this

I imuation.
For each particular set of N-photon frame", one should controid the corresponding MNt frames, average(add) &And divide

by N to find the normalised Image estimator QN(r) and Its Fourier transforal ON(u)

QN~r) ~ ~{Frames with N phaotonsfframe) (23)

and
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4N('a) * {Q )}(24)

Fiue2 dpcs w fat Nall up to N183 photoflh/fram.. For N= tm ee that Qa Cr) exhibIle the same shape
as se atocrreatln o Is bliary but distributed in a smaller (shrinked) region of space. It M an'- be see that the aver age

Qx(s') b...... an more adweshrAWa to the sLatloallty Image a" N increases.

Fhume contaslaing more photons ame bound to canr more InforniatiOn couseranla theIae then frms -ih&lse

number of photons The limltngcame are those with no Informnation conlent (N=O) and tI"ewith than frames withel &lage
ForInsanc frmeswith Nall onl cArry Information concerning the modulus of all possible distance. within the stationary

iaewhereas framee with Nas pnotons/framne besides the modulus als carry information concerning the relative Poeitions
of points in the object giving therefore information about Its structure, This fact allows Gon to use frames with at least NaS
photions/frame to reconstruct the Image I hrough the. technique of triple correlation.

Accepting this Idea one should give Increased %--4b& to those frames containing more photons. A possible way of Irr~pie.
menting this is to construct an imA.i estimator by idWng, with equal weigtht, the quantities QNv(r) I.e.

N.:

In this particular case the 12 quantities. Qs(r), Q3(r) .......... Q11(r), so formed are superimpoeed(averaged) forming the
imags estIimatrl1,61htd

I~,s~t~e - ~ Qj(r) (0

T above produre should be compare with the usual centrolidlg procedure. Let tho total number o! frames be
Mu W, gMN. The usual centroiding pr~oedure would consist of averaging al centroided frames irrespective of the lownber
of pho as per frams N i.e.:

11 { 40al } I fail (rames Irrespective of N value) (27)
all frames

where .1...1(r) is the usual centroided. Image estimate and Ar w EN - My2 JVIs the total number Of Photons Of all
M frames..

Figure 3b shows the rmult using the procedure given by Eq. (27), J', 1 rwhereas Figure 3c shows obtained
according to the procedure described by Eq. (25). Although is an Improved estimate of the Imag further work has
do be done concerning the way the quantities Q,(r) .... Qpj(r) should be added to form because, in the Present case.
although each frames used to build QN(r), when N Is larger, contains more structural Information than a frame used to build
QNy(r), when N Is smailler, the Auh of rmashs with large N Is smaller than the anuber of frames with small N.

4.-IMAGE RETWiEVAL FROM ONE-DIMENSIONAL CENTROIDED IMAGES - QNjWx

Applying Eq. (18) for real one dimensional Images (7(-ua) a 7l(u)) and changing *-4 Ui One gstsl

Oil (N U) - 7(IN - Iju) [Y7(u)] Ni(28)

The randomly translating Image Is sampled at Z bins equally spaced in the flocal plane and the Fourier transforms Ol(u)
Is therefore also sampled at Cbias spaced by Au. Each bin frequency can then be described as u 0 k Au where km 0, 1,2,
..... .......(C-1) allowing each sampled frequency to be described by its k value.

As Ot(Nh), T((N - 11k) and T(h) are complex quantites they can be written asI

- IN(Nk) jm(V)I .. p{( ,G(Nk)) (29)
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Cntroided Frames with N=2 pMr Centrolded Frames with N= 3 ph/fr
0.1. 0.1

oi.l| Mean a 3 pMr Mean. 3 pM,
- 81,404 frlames 0.1 3404 ftames

I' 0.16 4Ci000

0o.01 * •* A 31 6..0,A•. 5, 4

+14.0 -48.0 *3.0 .14.0 0.0 10.0 3l9l,0 40.0 441 ".64,0 "48,C .31.0 .11.0 0.0 16.0 MIA 41.0 $4,0

Image plone coordlnale Image plans coordinate

Controlded Frames with No 4 ph/fr Controlded Frames with No I ph/fr

Mean . a pMe if MeIM t$/

01| 16803 Irames lOOU Itmo"

0.03. 0-03L

0,0 0 " . . .4.0 0.0 30

,64.0 4. 0 -111.0 -1l.0 0.0 W, 33.0 411o 64.0 -14,0.41.0 31.0 4111.0 0.0 16.0 38.,0 400 44.0

Image plans Otcodintete Image plane cetcflalitl

Centrolded Frames with N. 6 ph/fr Centroided Frames with N- 7 pMr
0.15 0.16--

* Mean . 3 pMr if Moen . 2 pMr

5041 Irames 1. 6lO Ita•ms

0.0 , 0.o09

0.03 6I 0.03
0.03 0+03

.1,10 .-48,0 .3.0 .11.0 0.0 16.0 Wi80 40 0 i6 .41,0 . 31.0 .16.0 0.0 16.0 U.0 41.0 64.0

imae pilano coordinate . Imagel iano coordlnatle

Figure 2 - Averaged Centroided Image Estimators QN(t)
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Centrolded Frames with No 8 ph/Ir C[norolded Frames with N- 9 ph/fr

Mean 3 pMt. Mean.- 3 pM,

0.0 10.00

0.03l 0.03.

010 0.0
,44.0 .40,0 .03.0 *16.0 0.0 10.0 30,0 40.0 04.0 *14.0 ,48.0 .31.0 .11.0 0.0 16.0 38.0 40.0 04.0

Image Dilne Dl666inele Image piano Oordinate

Centrolded Frames with N. 10 ph/fr Centrolded Frames with No 11 ph/fr

0.16 10,.1I
Mean - 3 Oft U I Mean o3 pMt

lollII I1tsmes of 0fl ames

006I .f0.0G'

0,03.. 0,03-

.0 0 .3.L1. 0.0.
.0 .48.0.410 , 10.0 0, .0 .8.0 40,0 64.0 .4,0 -41.0 4.3,0 .10.0 0.0 10.0 3.0 40.0 64,0

Image plane oroninall Image plan# cosdIlnalI

Ctnltrolded Frames with No 12 ph/It Centrolded Frames with No 13 ph/Ir

0 12raine 0121 n * 3

006. 0f01

0.03 0:3

.44.0 "41.0 31.0 -10.0 0.0 10.0 32.0 40.0 04.0 -6.04.0 .410 1.0 16.0 0.0 '0.0 310 41.0 64.0

Image plane Coorlinale Image plane ooordilnal

Figure 2 - continued
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N MN N MN N MN

2 22404 6 5041 10 81

3 22404 7 2160 11 22

4 16803 8 810 12 6

5 10082 9 270 13 1

Table I - Number of frames, MN, containing N photons/frame

TaN -I]k), - IN- m)l ,p { O(I.- - Ilk)) (30)

T'I.). - jFj ,zp {-*,(A.)) (31)

Subtl•tutnin In (28):

Al - i#NIlk) M-kwk() -Opr(Nk)) (32)

The left-lhandside beol rea• ,

Om(Nk) # *([N - ilk) - (NV - 1)0(b) (33)

Equation (31) is a recurrence relation ULking phae at frequency k and [IN- Ilk tWOu4h the phas of the average qu~atlky

Ox(Nk) and It can bo koen that for Nul2

03(2k) - #(h) - #(k)
• 0 (34)

and therefore no information about the phase can be retrieved. But for N3 Eq.(31) becomes:

e3,(U) n 0(2k) - 2 O(k) (5

end hence from phase at frequency It one can reconstruct the phue at 2k up to 3k ! 4/2 .- I where C is the actual
number of biue used to saple Qs(r).

Tho method can be better underttood through a example in which a one dimeulonal image Is sampled at 32 points ,ad
therefore Ot/(Mk) Is determined only at 32 frequency bins, Due to the fact that 1(-k) = PWu) one has to •ind the phases
only In half the tota number of bins and then reverse their sign. In this paticulu exampLe one Ih, therefore, to cons•der only
16 Irequacy bin. (Filure 4).

For Wim0 the phase (•0) - 0. A• Ot4ý.(N) Is shlft.inva•ant one can always deter mine Tk) apart from a coustant phaseshiftin facto[r. By appropriately Choosing his N~ow Von aaa always s e the phase *t #(I) al Matco then on b" succesocvoly
applyly, the recurrence relations (33), for each ON(Ifk), oue reconstructs aiU the ph"as by using averales of frames with N

to
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Stationary Object .

-m Ihq Iusual

ci Mean 3 Pht
0.10I l80,0* am•Oes

0,028000 .-- lor.s

44.0,48.0 3300.0 . 11.0 32.0 4I.0 4.0 -44.0 .48,0 .32.0 .16.0 0.0 W 3,0 41.0 84.0

Image plane coordnate Image plaise oordinate

(b)

S...Reconstruction N-3., 13

Iweighled

0.08 Mean .3 om 3.0 Mean -3 Ph~r

0.086 .Sm 01 'Imasoef $0,084 lameii

0.04 with NeI., A oAf 1.'h

0.01. 0. M A.
0.0.|

440 -.4.0 42.0 ,11.0 0.0 11.0 38.0 48,0 84.0 .84,0 .41.0 41.0,1,0 0.0 10,0 m 3O 480 84,0

Image plane ooordlnals Imagei pilano co0in1is

C(c) (d)
Figure 3 - Compairison botwecn the object,

1, 8 ,Ij,. and the Reconstruction,

Using Nm3 ph/fr and departing from #(I) one gets the phase at 2 using 6l(3); from 0(2) ona gets #(4) using el(6)i from
#(4) one gets *(8) usingI e(12) but from #(41 thi• recurrence relation can not be applied anymore because It would gave us
the phase at #(16), which dowa uot oxlst, throulgh the use of ,he phse 63(24) which ao doos n a xisl.

For N'4 pb/fr ,b. recurrence rel-tIon (33) bocomea

,4(,k) - #(3k) - 3 0(k) (36)

DeprtlUng from #(I) and using th. same procedure described for the ca.e of Nm3 ph/fr one Ands 0(3), #(E) and 0(9).

In general, for a freiusncy bin k, where k Is a prime number, one ca• only reconstruc its phase by using an average
4ff(N&) such that Nmk+! photons/frame. In this particulsr example to reconstruct the phasee up to bin 15 one needs

averages of fra•m•s with N up to 16 photons/frame. The modulus of Y(k) is found from the Fouuler transform of the auto

correlation functi.o, the power spectrum
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Figre 3d shows the reconstructed Image obtained using this method with Z W 128 bins and using fram" with 11 only up

boen usd, eg. enf.rcing Fositivy, Fig. 3d, noverthoies, gives & good estim•te of the Image and In tus partlcul"r cose Wo a
good asltomt of t~he relative brightness of the sts,

I I I•1 I I I I I I

k-oJI 11 1 3141 ol 7 4/ l I I I

Figure 4 . Pictorial reprmeontllon or the pha•e reconstruction aloritkm

A , CNCLUIIATONA AND) PUTlURn.E wo

The results show that centroldlag, although a ver simple had computationaly fast technique, "A be used to retrieow an
image of a randomly translating object at very low light level,

Future work could address the followlngi
(I) how to combine the Q'V(r) in in Optimum wal

oiextend the phase rotroeval a otltl to two dlmenslons and
(11 apply the tochnquo tospoc.led Imaging.
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Knox-Thompson and Triple Correlation Imaging
Through Atmospheric Turbulence
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ABSTRACT

A comparative study has been made of the Knox-Thompson method
and triple correlation techniques as applied to image restoration. Both
photon noise degraded and atmospheric turbulence degraded imaging have
been considered. The signal-to-noise ratios of the methods have been stu-
died analytically and with the aid of computer simulations. The ability to
retain diffraction limited information on imaging through turbulence is
considered in terms of phase closure relationships. On tde 'Casis of this £
work it is found that both image restoration techniques are effectively
equivalent.

November 1987
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INTRODUCTION

The problem of imaging through turbulent media has been studied for many
years. Of particular interest here is the imaging of objects through atmospheric tur-
bulence. A detailed description of this effect is given by Roddier [1].

As atmospheric conditions are continuously varying the ultimate resolution

obtainable, from conventional long exposure imaging using a large telescope, is
severely limited by turbulence effects. However, if short exposure, narrow optical
bandwidth, images are recorded atmospheric induced wavefront perturbations may be

'frozen'. The turbulence-imposed resolution limit is therefore removed allowing
diffraction limited resolution to be obtained.

It is well known that this type of imaging of a point source object results in a
speckled image due to interference effects, This is a consequence of the complex
amplitude in the pupil of the imaging optics consisting of typically many uncorrelated
regions, 'seeing cells', the size scale [2), ro, of these regions increasing as atmospheric
conditions improve. The long exposure angular resolution limit imposed is approxi-

mately, ro/%, which is typically very much less than the diffraction limit, D/X, of a
telescope of diameter, DA

The technique of speckle interferometry [3] utilises the diffraction limited infor-

mation present In short exposure images to obtain the spatial autocorrelation of astro-
nomical objects even in poor 'seeing', at very low light levels and in the presence of
telescope aberrations [4]. During the past 15 years, a large number of speckle imaging
techniques havu been proposed, see reference [5] for further details, although none are
in roudine use. Two of the more promising techniques are the method of Knox and
Thompion (KT) [6],[7] and a method first suggested by Weigelt et al [8]-[10] which

uses the concept of tiple correlation (TC).

Both techniques are analogous to speckle interferomeuy as they involve averaging

correlation functions of many short exposure images. Additionally, as a consequence of
phase closure' [11], all three techniques possess transfer functions which allow

diffraction limited information to be' obtained even if r, is very small. In addition to

the Fourier modulus, the KT and TC methods allow direct recovery of the Fourier
phase of an object's intensity distribution from their associated ensemble averaged

correlation functions. If the spatial autocorrelation of the object alone is known then
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such phase information is potentially only obtainable through indirect methods [12]

ard by making assumptions concerning the object's intensity distribution. Foi both the

KT and TC methods, rigorous analyses (13], [14] show that ani object's Intensity distri-

bution is uniquely related, apart from Iirvial ambiguities, to the relevant averaged

quantity in each case (although there is no guaraittee that current algorithms recon-

struct this unique intensity distribution, particularly in the ;,resence of noise).

AlthouSh these correlation techniques make available diffraction limited Informs-

don, it; quality must be assessed before it can be used effftUvely. A common measure
of quality used is the signal to noise ratio, SNR, at each spatial frequency, U, in the

Fourier transform, <S(u)>, of the particular average correlation being considered. The

S-M measure can be defined as

SNR I<=S(u)>I
OS

where t, Is tl'e itandard deviation of the signal S(u). This allows similar techniques

to be compared and additionally jives the relative weight of the information present so

that i1 can be used optimally.

A cotsequence of using short exposure times ard the low luminosity of many
utrunomical objects of interebt, is that very few photoa, eents R-e recordea in indivi-

dual speckle images. Photon noise is therefore introduced which can seriously lower
the obtainable SNR and as a result degrade reconstrucLed image quality. Despite such
noise, the correlation technioues have been succesfu'ly used to study low lum.inoui~y

astronomical objects, for example see referen:J- [15].

The aim of this paper is to compare and relate the KT and TC methods with par-
ticular reference to the SNR's of their assosciated averaged correlations. 'Ihc evalua-

tion of the SNR's requires the ensemble average of many different image correlations

to be carried out over both the Poisson statistics of the photon events and the statistics
of atmospheric turbulence effects. Fortunately, recent work [16],[17] has assosciated

the much used idea of 'phase closure' in radio astronomy with the comparatively new
ideas of triple correlations and 'phase closure' pupil plane interferomeuty as used in the

optical and infra.red wavebands. This assosciation can be extendd and leneralis"d to
allow, previously very difficult, ensemble averages of many different image correla-

tions to approximated on rhe basis of phase closure relationships.
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The effect of photon noise -*n speckle interferomet'y was originally investigated

by Goodman and Belsher [I(], their work being extended by Dainty and Oreenaway

119] with particular reference to the problem of photon bias. The latter is a cone-

qu:nce of correlating photon events with themselves and Is present in both the KT and

TC average signals. Evaluation of the ensemble average signals has been facilitated by

the development of computationally very efficient photon coordinate differencing algo.
rithms, [20], together with modern photon detectors, such as the PAPA detector (21]

which returns a stream. of time tagged photon coordinates. Use ,4f the time tag infor-

mation enables increased SNP. to be obtained (28]. Previous work, [22]-[24], on the
* effect of photon noise and atmospheric turbulewtre has been carried out for the KT and

* TC techniques. However, only very simplified apwroximations to ensemble averages of

image correlations over the photon noise and atmospheric statistics have been obtained.

Previous studies have also only been concerned %,:th very specific regions in Fourier

bpace of the ensemble averaged signals, the won' 1rn the TC bein• only concerned
with regions having the lowest SNR which are intact not used in practice [251. The
work on the Kr method has only looked at the basic two dimensional correlation tech-
nique as origih.uiy proposed [6], whereas the technique can be completely generalised

to give a four dimensional average signal that contains considerably more information

and is analogous to the four dimensional TC signal.

The present work is organised as follows. In section 2 the mathematical form of

"the TC, the KT correlation and the autocorrelation are defined in both image and

Fourier space. A formalism for the TC is put forward which allows it to be simply
related, in image spaze, to the KT correlation. The correlation techniques are teen

diagramatically and mathematically to be intimately rclated, each being simply correla-

dons of images with themselves weighted by complex exponentials. Additionally, a

further technique [26],[27]. known as the phase gradient method, is included which is

shown to be a sub-set of the more general KT.

In section 3 the implementation of the correlation techniques at low light level is
described. Of l..trticular importance is the development of a differencing algorithm
which allows individual sections or sub-planes of the Fourier transform of the TC,

known as the bispectrum, to be evaluated, the full TC differencing algorithm being

* reduced to t weighted KT implementation. This has the advantage that only the higher

SSN'R regions need be calculated as opposed to the whole of the bispectrum which is
evaluated If a full differencing algorithnr, is implemented. This problem can be
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overcome by evaluating the required bispectrum planes directly in Fourier span,. This
however requires each frame to be Fourier transforned which becomes less efficient
relative to photon differencinS at low light levels.

The effect of photon noise on SNR's is considered in section 4. An estimate for
the error on the phase of a complex signal is proposed and its dependency on photon
noise studied for the KT and TC signals. The phase error esdtmate is shown to be
related to the SNR. Averaging various image correlations over the photon statistics has
been facilitated by a computer implementation of a generalisation of the method of

Goodman and Belsher [18). It has therefore been possible to extend the work on pho-

ton noise dependency.

Section 5 briefly considers the imaging of a randomly translating object. The
necessity to centroid frames before carrying out the KT processing is explained and
also the problems associated with controiding images in the presence of photon noise.

In section 6 the use of the KT and TC for imaging through atmospheric tur-
bulenct is studied. The diffraction limited information present in the transfer functions
of sparke inwrferomeuy, the KT and the TC is seen to be a direct consequence of the
concept of phase closure. Extensilve use has been mada of a computer simulation o0
the imiging, of objects dtrough atmospheric turbulence using a large telescope. The
dependency of SNR's end transfer functions on mean number of photon events per
image, f, and mean number of speckles per image, •I; is studied analytically and via
Monte-Carlo type computer simulations.

Finally, in section 7 results are compared and conclusions drawn as to the relative
merits of the speckle imaging techniques with respect to the areas studied.
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2. Definitions wid relationships

ConsIder a two dimensional intensity distribution, I(x), and its Fourier transform,
* 1(u), defined by

1(u). f i(x) .,s,(-2nJux) dx. (1)

Both the triple correlation (TC), [8]-[101, and the correlation of Knox and
Thompson (KT), [6[7)], may be defined in image space as correlations of i(x), or in
Fourier space u products of 1(u), The TC and its Fourier transform, the bispectrum,
are defned by

P7(x 11x%) J 1'(x) 1(x+x 1) i(x+x2) dx (2)

ff'(ul,u2) A r(uI)+)(u1+u2) 1(u2) (3)

In an analogous way the KT double correlation and its Fourier ;nsform are defined
by

Irr(xl,•,u) 1 1'(x) i(x+x1) exp(2nJ•tux) dx (4)

Ir(uAu) = 1(u1) (u1 +Au), (5)

where x.,.mxc1+x13, and x2ux21+xay are two dimensional spatial coordinate vectors,
u1mu,1,-u 1y, u2=u2÷u 2y and Au.sAu,+Auy are two dimensional spatial frequency vec-
tors, and the superscript 0 indicateG the complex conjugate. The x and y subscripts
denote orthojonal component vectors.

It iN apparent that Eqs.(l)-(5) are four dimensional, This fact causes implement&-
tion problems, extensive evsAluAon time and data storage requirements, particularly if
the correlations are performed using digitized images on a computer. The basic KT

technique does, however, only consist of evaluating the three sub-planes in Fourier
space cot responding to &u=Au,. Au,,mu. and Au-Au,+A•,u, with th* Au vsctor com-
ponents having constant values. If digitized images are used then Au normally [7)
corresponds to the fundamental sampling vector interval. Further, different values of
Au may be used and a number of sub-planes can be evaluated. This is analogous to the
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many sub-planes coutlaned in the four dimensional bispectrum, see FIg. .

The relationships between the two methods become more apparent If Eq.(2) Is
rewritten, making the substitution u2 - Au. A single plane of the bispectrum can

therefore be described by

iV(u 1,Au) = 1(u1) 1"(u2+Au) I(Au). (6)

The corrspondin m image space expression It obtained by inverse Fourier t•sforming
yielding the double correlation

i7CCaA.) = I(Aku) J i'(x) 1(x+x 1 ) axp(2UJAux) dx

• (Al) iTfJ(x IAu) , .

On comparing equations (.) and (6) it can be seen that for a fixed spatisl fre.

quency difference, Au, the defined blspectrum plane corresponds to a weighted version

ol the KT product in Fourier space. The complex weighting factor is, however, signal
dependent and as such possesmes a number of important properties which will become
evident in later sections.

In order to understand the correlation techniques it is instructive to consider the
autocorrelatlon process. This corrresponds to the double correlation represented by
Eq.(4) with the substdtution Au n 0. The resulting representationi in the image and

Fourier domains are

IA(xI) _ 1'(XI, 0) f 1'(x) i(x+xl) dx (8)

P5(ul) U lIr(u,( 0) ,(u 1)I'(u1) (9)

'The autocorrelation of i(x) is the correlation of i(x) and 1(x) inultiplled by a complex

exponential factor with zero spatial frequency, see Fig.2(i.). Unfortunately the complete
spatial symmetry of the operation prevents the preservation of Fourier phase informa.
tion. The argument of Eq.(9) Is always zero,

- 4AA(u, Oar(111)a_•(U l ) -_ (Ul) .0, (10)

where. O(u) is ýhc phase of 1(u), and arg(} defines the phase of the complex number
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modulo 2by

Now consider the KT correlation of Eq.(4). This defines the correlation of I(x)

and I(x) multiplied by a complex exponeutial factor with spatial frequency greater

than zero, see Pig.2(b). For sampled Wmages this generally corresponds to the funda-

mental spatial frequency. The KT correlation enables Fourier phase difference informs-

tion to be retained. The argument of Eq.(S),

wIrIu.r(aA) *ý1(utAu) - (u,) - O(u1+Au) (11)

gives the pliqe difference between two spatial frequencies separated by the vector Au.

The TC Ve 2q.(7) similarly allows the retention of phase difference information.

However, abwlut&w spatial position is indeterminable due to the property of the com-

plex weighting fact6T that linear phase is cancelled. Additionally, bispectrum planes

contain phase infornat-m encoded by correlating i(x) with i(x) multiplied by complex

exponentials with higher qpatWl frequencies, for an example see Fig.2(c). The argu-

ment of Eq.(3),

ap.417C(ui'u 2  0'C(UP92 ) 0 VU) - (u1+u2) + ONO (12)

allows the phase difference between t%,* spatial frequencies separated by the vector Au

to be determined provided the phase at frequency U2 M Au is already known. In par-

ticular, for u2 a Au and Au equal to tho fundamental sampling frequency in the case

of discrete data, the TC lives identical phase difference information as the KT spart

* from the phase at Au. This is the line,: phase which cancels with the linear phase in

the KT phase difference to produce the shift invariant property of the bispectrum,

1'C(uMAu) a OF(ulAu)+ <•Au). (13)

Another processing technique, the phase-gradient method of Aitken et al,

(26][271, Is very closely related to the crmlations just described. Phue information is

again retained but in tw form of Its denw•tive, not explicit phase differences. The

phase derivative information is contained in the imaginary part of a double product in
L ~Four"ier space,

Forer M~(u,,a)-( IMAO{I(ui)1r(ui) A
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=( I I(u1) 12 ý'(ul) ) - ,(14)

where IMA{} indicates the imaginary part, .(u) is the phase derivative, '(u) is the

derivative of 1(u) and a is R vector gradient in image space. The result can be
achieved through image space in a number of ways, Por example, the following two
simple correlations may be performed,

ipo(x1, +a) 1 J I'(x) i(x+x1) [+a.x + b] dx and

1 c(x1, -a) Jf i(x) l(x+x1 [-*.x + b] dx, (15)
mw

where b is a r•al constant, and then combined and Fourier transformed to yield the
result of Bq.(14). This is similar to the optical implementation of the technique used by
Aitken et Ia,

lPO(u 1,a). fx1 8

-a)(u ) (u -) 27a

* ( IMAG {UI ) I.(ui ) a

- I I(u 1)2 (u) -- , (16)

The expressions of Eq.(15) correspond to correlations of 1(x1) with 1(x1) multiplied by
linear ramp functions of opposite gradient, see Fig.2(d).

Thik technique Is analogous to the KT with a Au value such that there is only a
linear fluctuation of phase over that distance. This corresponds to the complex
exponential in the KT correlation of Eq.(4) having a spatial frequency, Au, such that
the image being correlated only extends over the linear region of the exponential. The
imaginary part of the KT product In Fourier space therefore gives the phase difference
between spatial frequencies Au apart. Obviously division by &u now yields, apart
from a constant factor, the weighted phase gradient contained in the result of Eq.(14).
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IMAG {If(Ui) t*(Ui) - IMAG{UIkuiAU}

-- IMAG{I(ul) 1(ui+A&u}

W ~ IMAc~ 1(u1) [1(u1) + f(u1) Au

I N 1u0(l -L (17}
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3. Implementation of correlation techniques at low light level

In a taumber of situations, for example 'frezing out' turbulence effects on imas-
Ing through the atmoaphere, it is desirable to record many short exposure images. As a
result, very few photon events arm detected in individual images. However, it can be
shown that apart ftom removable photon bias terms, one of the properties common to
all the correlation techniques is that the ensemble average over many low light level
frames is equivalent to the high light level correlation, At such low photon levels it is
more efficient computationally to perform the correlations In image sprce via photon
differencing algorithms rather than in Fourier space via fast Fourier transform routines
and multiple products.

Using the notation of Dainty and Greenaway, (19], the pth photon limited image

is represented by a sum of Dirac delta functions positioned at the coordinates of the N"
photon events,

do(x). LB(x-x,*) (18)

and its Fourier tansform
N

DO(u) a t8(X-XO exp(-21jux), (19)

where xh Is the position vector of the kth photon in the pth frame.

The photon differenoinj algorithm tor the Kr can be written as, [20],

N N
Ir'(sAU) 0 1 t 8(xP,4 - xp, *÷ x1) exp(2nVAuxk,4). (20)

Thu,• the KT correlation for each image is carried out by placing the complex number
exp(27/Auxz*) at position x - x•,-xk, whenever this vector coordinate difference

occurs between two photon events. The same algorithm can be used to obtain the auto-

correlation but with the substitution Au-0.

"There anr many approaches to obtaining the TC, [281, but a differencing algo-
rithm based on Eq.(7) if most appropriately stated here. That is, each bispectrum plane
corresponding to a different Au value Is evaluated indepelddently using the following
expression
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i'(x 1,4u) -- •8(x.-xk) exp(-2VJ&ux.,k)

, 8 (xa, - x,* + xj) exp(-2RIAuxh). (21)
h'uihtm1

Thus the correlation Is reduced to the simpler KT differencing algorithm followed by a
single complex multiplication and hence requires very little adt tional computation

time.

The phase gradient correlations of equation (15) can be evaluated using

i(xt) - 8(x,,h - xk, + x)) (axph+b). (22)
k~mlhkpl

Photon bias termi

The ensemble avenging of photon limited correlations unfortunately introduces
photon bia terns. Such teims correspond to the contslation of photon events with
themselves and do not contribute any useful information to the average. The elimina-
dion of bias teame is simply carried out by not including in the diffetencing algorithms
any differences between a photon event and itself. Therefore Eqs.(20) and (22) should
include the proviso that kjk 2 and equation (21) Is modified to mrad

trX (X)'4u) t, 8 (x,-xpk) exp(-2nj•uxA)

N N
, t 8.(x,- Xkk + x, ) exp(-2ltJAuxk,) (23)

It is important to note, from the standpoint of photon noise analysis, that the bias terms
of 1h fame [19], am removed during processing and not the cneemble average bias
teims.

The unbiased quantities averaged in each technique may be stated in Fourier
space as follows.
(a) The autocorrelation

Dr(u1) D;(u1) - Dý.(O). (24)

(b) The Knox-Thompson
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" -, D,(ul) D.(u1+Au) - D;(•u). (25)

'a) The triple correlation for each bispectrum plane u2u U

D,(ul) D;(u1 +Au) DO(Au) - ID,(ul)12 - IDp(u÷Au)12 
- ID,(,&u)I2 +2Nr. (26)

(d) The phase gradient correlation

.-. [D,(u) D,;(uAu) - D;(Au) - D;(u.) D,(i,,+Au) + D,(Au) (27)

The vrdanoe of the above quantities with the number and distribution of photon
events In ucl& imue describes the effect of photon noise on such correlation tech-
niques,
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4, Photon noise

With the exception of the autocorrelation the aim of the techniques under study is
primarily to preserve some estimate of the Fourier phase. As the aveges are com-
plex numbers both the variance of the real, alt, and imaginary part, a? of the Fourier
*tmnsform are studied, together with the covariance of the real and imaginary parts,

* Cov(J•.R. Previously, (22],[231, the signal to noise ratio, SNR, measure used
corresponds to,

*SNR 3 a *
N tandard deviation of signal

<S>~ (28)

where a,, a , and M Is the number of independent realisations used, This
* measure provides a reasonable indication of the SNR; however, of concerr here is the

error on the phase of the complex signal. An estimate of the phase error, eg, may be
* be found by considering the variance of the sinal In a direction perpendicular to the

mean signal.

n ell / 40 cos2 *4 + 0Aq sinsz . Cov(IR) sin 20 1
! <,> 1 (29)

where * is the argument of the mean complex signal, <S>. Provided the number of
realisations, M, used to obtair the mean siginal is large, then then thc small aigle
approximation of the tangent mry be used to yield the phase error estimate directly.

"Jco? cos o + OaR2 sin7 0 - Cov(I.R) I~n 2* (es"I<> . (30)

The no ., a0, Op and the covarlance, Cov(IR), of all the unbiased estLmated quanti-
ties, Eqs.(24)-(27). have been evaluated where appropriats, see Appendix(l). The
method of evaluation is s computer implementadon of a generalisation of the method
described by Goodman and Belsher, [18], for the power spectrum. The evaluated varl.
ances Le now used to compare the effect of photon noise on the correlation tech-
niques.
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The effect of photon noise on power spectrum estimation has been adequately
studied by other authors, (18], (20]. Of particular interest in this work it the com-
parison of photon noise sensitivity of phase difference estimates obtained using the KT
and the TC techniques. It is apparent from the relationships described in section(2) that
the KT and TC sub-planes may be directly compared as they effectively yield the same
information. The additional term present in each bispectuum sub-plane is in general
known from sub-planes defined by a smaller magnitude frequency vector, u2. How-
ever, the bispectrum, being an average of a uiple product, contains noise terms to the
third power causing the variance of the observed signal to be greater than that of the
KT double product. This is a basic property of high order correlations and suggests
the use. of correlations of the lowest order possible which allow recovery of the same
information. For example, Fig.3(a) shows the theoretical error, 9e, for a single image,
on the phase difference estimates resulting from using the KT plane (u1,=O, Auw.0)
and the bispectrum plane (ul."Au,, uINu2,.0). The results are for an 'asteroid' type
object, see Fig.3(c), which is approximately 10 x 20 pixels in a sampled region of 128
x 128 pixels, and an imaging system with a transfer function of value unity for all spa.
tial frequencies. The mean number of photons per frame, gf, is 10. Cross-tectionc
through these planes are shown in the graph of Fig.4(a), corresponding to Au,,-u2-4,
i.e. 4 times the frequency sampling inte-val. The signal to noise ratio, SNRm, for the
Ssame two planes, are shown in PIS.3(b), If cruss-sections th-ough theso plots are com-
pared, for example FIg.4(b) shows the SNrR of the KT section Au,"4 and &u,, u1,W0)
and the bispectrum (u204 and unuly-.0, a further indication of the advantage of the

double product estimation is obtained.

As a second example, consider estimating the mean number of photons per frame
using the bispectrum element ul-u 2=0 and the KT element u.m&u=0. The SNR for a
single frame for the KT is

SNRX. (31)

and for the bispectrum is

SNR7-C + (32)

It is apparent that the KT has a greater SNR then the bispectrum at this point for all
values of P In particular, for the limiting cases of IV approaching infinity and P very
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much less than unity the following results are obtained using the expressions for the

signal variances given in Appendix(l).

lim SNRr • (33)
f..T 2

and

lirSNRc u (34)

SNR7 7; tv C 1 (35)

and

SNRc -t?7 -C I .(36)

The plots of 9G and SNRm shown in Figs.3 and 4 indicate a close relationship
between these quantities as expected from Eqs.(28) and (29), Typically,

eggsN , (37)

however, the only jeneralisation that can be made provides an upper bound for the
phase error in relation to SNRM,.

as !g l+- (38)"SNRN 2

ThiL inequality assumes nothing about the statistics of the fluctuating signal.
Nevertheless It is a useful expression as it allows a bound on the phase error ,o be
defined without calculating GE which, in general, is a far more difficult task than
evaluation of SNR,. The additional Z arises in this expression due to potential corre-
lation between the real and imaginary parts of the complex signal, resulting in a non-

zero covariance.

Nisenson and Papaliolios, 122], assume that in the KT method, for small Au
values, a. is the moduluo of a complex error vector which can possess any phase
between --I with equal probability, This then gives, on averaging over all possible
phases, in the expression for the phase error given by .q,(37). If the simple imaging
case previously described is again considered then the validity of these assumptions
can be investigated. Figure 5 shows plotu of the ratio of IE, defined by Eq.(30), to
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l/(M'%',,,) for the same KT and bispectrum plancs u used in Fig.3. Both plots show

the same important features and so only one of them, the KT plane in this case, needs

to be studied in detail. It should be noted that the result is unity in general with, in

particular, the exception of the region around AudmO. This is important as this is the

main region used for the reconstruction of the objact's Fourier transform. These results

are straightforward to explain if the Fourier transform of a single reallstion is

zpresented by D,(u), defined by Eq.(19). This is a summation over a number of unit

moduli complex exponential& resulting in a complex exponential at each spatial fre-

quency, u, which possesses a phase that is effectively unify~rmly distributed modulo)

2n, corulated over a short range of spatial frequencies and uncorrelated between reali-

sations, the corrrksdon over spatial frequencies increasing if frames contain very few
photon events. On this basis it ib easily seen that away from the axes, where the KT
signal is a product of Fourier =asform values for well separated spatial frequencies

(large A.u), then the real and imaginary parts of the signal am essentially uncorrtlated

random variables with equal variances. Thir gives rise to the same result as that of

Nisenson and Papaliolios. However, the regions close to the axis, (small 11u)

correspond to where tho Nisenson and Papaliolios assumptions are made whereas it is
exactly !,"ese regions for which the assumptions break down. The phaue of the signal

in each frame near the axis tends to be small, see EQ.(l 1), giving rise to a large real

and small imaginary part. The real and Imaginary parts therefore tend to be correlated

and a non-zero covariance results. Additionally the real variance is large and t&, iv--

ginary variance small. In general, the phase, 0, of the averaged signal is also sm." ..a
so the following oxpression for the phase enor results.

OE = a(39)

As can be seen in Fig.5(b), this is smaller than that predicted by l/(•f'SNR,) which

contains the l,.rge real variance contribution. Unfortunately, #he nature of sampling

leads to ".casssional discontinuities in the Fourier phase of the object being imaged.

This can consequently give a large signal phase, 0, which increases the contributions

of the real variance and the cova-niance to the phase error, see Eq.(30). The result is

that Eq.(38) tends to the equality. This also can be seen in Fig.S(h) where large values

for the plotted ratio am visible near the axis. The implication of this is that a larger

number of frarneb are required in these high phase error regions than that predicted by

the SNR. value. The number of frames required could in fact be more than double the
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SNRe-basid prediction. The latter does however appear to give a reasonable indica-

dion of the expected error on the phase of the mean signal, again indicating the useful-

nesS of evaluating the SNR, as opposed to the more complicated @s.

i

I'
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S. Imaging a randomly translating object

The KT imaging tachiique is, unlike the TC, dependeut on image shifts resulti•g

in signal degradation. Consider tryirg to image, using the KT technique, an object

whose image is randomly translating. Such translations may, for example, be a conse-

quence of the first order degrading effect of atmospheric tubulence. The cause of

L'rage shift is wavefront tilt relative to the optical axis of the imaging system, which,

U in 6e rase of atmospheric turbulence, is offoctively independent of other wavefront

perturbationv. Suppose such tilts result in a Gaussian probability distribution, p(a , of

Image shifts, a.

p(.) exp(- -E) (40)
2a2

where ao is the standard deviation of the shifts. An ensemble averaged transfer func-

tion may therefore be defined which reduces the KT s!,nal by an amount dependent on

Au and Oa.

<T-(u)> w Jexp(2n/ua) exp(2V/(u+Ati)a) p(a) da (41)

a exp(-2n 2Au202 )

As an example consider a frequency sampling interval Au of 0.5 arcsecond6-' and a

standard deviation of image shift of 0.5 arcaeconds. Such numbers are reasonably typi-

cal in the astronomical case and result in the signal being reduced by approximately

0.75. This effectively reduces the improved SNR obtained by averaging the KT dou-
bie product as opposed to the equivalent bispectrum plane.

In the absence of photon noise centroiding images before correlating makes the
KT method a shift invariant process and so removes the above effect. Assuming sam-

pled data and Au equal to the spatial frequency sampling interval, The Fourier spec-

trum of the centroided image, 1(u), can be expressed using Fourier shift theorem as

"1(u) " 1(u *(Au)A }A (42)

and the KT avenige performed with centrolded frames becomes

U .~U+aU

i r(u+,&u) I(u){t ) 7

J~~u) - 1 o(u+A&u)I(u '

IIC~)I i(A67
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IN 1*(u) "uAu)(u) (43)

The advantage of performing a double product for the KT has been Icat and the corre-
lation has now become a triple product in Fourier space, equivalent with respect to
third order noise terms to the bispectrum.

At low light levels the problem is complicated by the presence of photon noise
which prevents the accurate determination of the image centroid. The KT average
obtained on averaging a series of low light level randomly moving images, centroiding
each image before processing, can be shown to give, see Appendix (2),

< uA .. ' I~~) r(u+,&u-Au ) r(AuI- 2N- (44)
(Nri f~uN, N, Np

where N, is the number of photon events in the pth Image and Au) is the Fourier
transform of the object normallsed by 1(0). The ensemble average over the Poisson

Sstatistics of the number of photon events in each image is left unresolved due to the
intrinsic object dependency of the above result. This result differs from the desired
result,

< No (NP-1) Au) r(u+,u)>, (45)

because of the presence of the fisquency shift vector, ... The latter is, however,

negligibly small for all images except those containing a few photons. In particular, for
frames containing two photons the autocorrelatlun results and no phase information is
preserved. The cent'oiding error effect obviously increases with A,. This result is
important as it suggests that the technique cannot be used in its presen, form when
only a few photon events per frame are recorded. This is in contrast to the shift invari-
ant TC which allows objects to be imaged reasonably well at very low photon levels
[291,[30).
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6. Imaging through atmospheric turbulence

Both the KT vid the TC techniques have been used succe~sfully for imaging
astronomical objects. Their success is baled upon the techniques overcoming the

degrading properties of atmospheric turbulence. Many images are recorded, with expo-
sure times short enough to freeze atmospheric perturbations, and processed to yield
ensemble average transfer functions which contain diffraction limited information.
Obtainable resolutions are therefore ultimately limited by telescope charaoteristict.

Tho complex mathematical nature of the transfer funciuons concerned makes a
complete analydeal study extremely difficult. We have therefore used Monte Carlo
computer simulations to obtain a reasonable idea of the effects of the statistical fluctua-

tions of atmorpheric turbulence. The wavefront phase perturbations induced by the tur-
bulence have been considered to have a Gaussian correlation function with a standard
deviation of value r/P, r. being the Fried [2] parameter describing the atmospheric

conditions being studied, Wavefront amplitude perturbations are not present in the
simulations. The simulations allow any form of telescope pupil function to be used and

the imaging of arbitrary object intensity distributions. The introduction of photon noise
is also possible.

Initially, consider a further simplification of the problem based on the work of

Roddler [16]. Suppose the atmosphere is modelled by a distribution of 'seeing' cells

of diameter rPX/% in angular spatial frequeiicy space. The wavefront phase is assumed

constant across each seeing cell and the complex amplitude is assumed uncorrelated

betweun cells. Using this basic model the processing techniques may be simply

explained.

Consider two 'seeing' cells separated by a vector in the telescope pupil, Xu,
where X is the mean wavelength and u an angular spatial frequency vector. If a point

source Is imaged through the telescope using a pupil function consisting of two aper-

tures, corresponding to the two 'seeing' cells, then a fringe pattern is produced with a
narow spatial frequency bandwidth. The major component, at frequency u, 1(u), is

produced by contributions from all pairs of points with a separation .u, one point in
each aperture, so Fig,6(a). If the major component Is averaged over many frames then
the result for frequencies greater then rP,/A tends to zero. This is due to the phase

difference, 0 A - 0,, modulo 21t between the two apertures being uniformly distributed
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between *x with zero mean, see ,ig.7(a). This results in the Fourier component per-
forming a random walk in the complex plane and averaging to zero.

ar {I(U)}- (u) + OA - '•8 (46)

</(U)> •0 ; u :o r,&' (47)

where O(u) is the Fourier phase at frequency u, and < > indicates an ensemble average
over many frames.

Consider now the autocorrelatlon technique which in Fourier space corresponds to
estimating the power spectrum, The mnjor Fourier component of the fringe pattern is
averaged as a product with its complex conjugate and so the atmospheric phase contri-
bution is eliminated and the averaged signal is non-zero, see Fig.6(b).

ar8{u) I(-U)}.- N(U) + 'A - *0 + 0(-u) - *A +08 . 0 (48)

and

< 1(u) 1(-u) > M < L/(u)12 > 0. 0. (49)

Unfortunately phase information is not preserved. This is the simplest form of the
'phase closure' [11] Idea used in radio astronomy.

The KT technique is a small modification of the above. The major Fourier com-

ponent of the fringe pattern is averaged with a component at a frequency displaced by
a small vector Au. Provided the vector displacement Au does not force the vector
difference -u-Au to be outside the spatial frequency bandwidth of the fringe pattern
then Fourier phase difference information is preserved in the averaged signal, we
Fig.7(b). Again the atmospheric phase effectively forms a closed loop, see Fig,6(c).

a!5{I(u) i(-u - Au)} - O(U) + OA - OR + 0(-u-Au) -O + ON (50)

- O(u) - O(U+Au)

and

<I(u) I(-u-Au) > 0 0; Au < r,1%. (51)
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Suppose this system of two apertures is extended to three and the Au value is

made psater than rA/, see Flg.6(d).
Now

ar(U) JU)(-U -AU (U)+*A -(-u-Au) -'A C

- 0(u) - O(u+Au) - 00 + OC (52)

< 1(u)I(-u-Au) > 0 ; Au < r,/. (53)

It can be msn that the atmospheric phase contribution is not closed. The resulting
phase becomes uniformly disutibuted, see Fig.7(c), and the signal performs a random
walk and averages to zero. Thus the KT technique is limited to frequency differences

Au < rA.. If however the bispectrum average Js performed then the phase is again
closed and Fourier phase difference Information is preserved, see Pig.7(d) and Pig.7(e),

aS{I(u ) I(Au) I(-U-Au) C *(u) + 4,A - '08 + V(AU) (54)

+ O - Oc + V(-u-Au) - OA + ÷C

V (u) - O(u+Au) + V(Au)

Thus the bispectrum, unlike the KT, can omtain phase difference information for phase
differences, Au, greater than rP. It is apparent that the phase closure requirement can
be restated in terms of the spatial frequency vectors which define a particulur technique
in Fourier space; the vector sum of the spatial frequency vectors must be less than '?A,
for the ensemble average of the signal to be non-zero, the only exception being if fre-
quency vectors can be grouped together such that all the groups independently have a
sum that is less than rA/.

Using this simplified model it can be seen how the techniques are related through
the phase closure concept and how they allow preservation of Fourier phase informa-
tion. However, the use of a telescope pupil consisting of a few sub-apertures only
allows a limited number of spatial frequencies to be studied. This may be desirable in
certain circumstances but in general the full telescope aperture is used to make use of
all the available light flux and to allow many spatial frequencies to be studied,
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Suppose a series of short exposure images are recorded. The pth image may be

represented, using the incoherent imaging equation in Fourier space, as

JP(u) a O(u) S(u) (55j

where S,(u) is the combined transfer function of the telescope-atmosphere imaging

system. The ensemble averaged transfer functions of the KT and TC techniques are

defined by

T(AT)(u, -u) < SP(ul) S;(U1+AU) > (56)

and
VM)(upu;. -(1+1 <pU2 S,(ul)S() S. S(= (5"7)

respectively.

The effect of using the full aperture on these transfer functions is, fistly, to intro-

duce information on all spatial frequencies out to the telescope diffraction limit and,

secondly, to lower the trantfer function for those frequencies which were present with

the three sub-aperture pupil function. The reduction of the average transfer functions is

due to contributions from combinations of sub-apertures, present in the full pupil, for

which phase closure it, not realised, For example, signal contributions from the two
frequency vectors, u and u+-u in Fig.6(c), but with both of the vectors lying between

different pain of sub-apertures thus preventing phase closure.

Although both transfer functions are four dimensional a reuonable indication of

their behaviour may be obtained by studying two dimensional sub-planes through them

corresponding to uluuj1 , with &uuAu. for the KT and u2-U, for the bispectrum.

FIS.8 shows plots of these planeb, obtained using the Monte Carlo computer simula-

dton, allowing a comparison of their basic properties. Both posses a high central

region for frequencies ul 3, Au, and u•2 being less than the 'seeing cutoff of approxi-

nmately rA, Additionally both planes contain a high region around the axis u13mO.

This region allows information about frequency difference,, of up to approximately rA
to be recovered with high signal-to-noise-ratio. It should 48 noted that this region is
wider in the KT case. This is due to the third term present in the bispectrum triple pro-

duct which reduces the bispectrum modulus. falling off in a oimilar manner to the

short-exposure transfer function. Cross-sectios through these planes, see Pig.9, show

this fact. However, the benefit of this additional term can also be seen, As the fre-
quency difference vectors, Au, and u2, increase, ýhe KT signal, in contrast to the
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bipecm•mu, reduces in value and becomes more random duo to the lack of exact phase

closure. The remaining high regions present in the bispectrum are redundant due to the
twelve fold symmetry of the function.

Of particular interest, is the number of different frequoncy difference vactos, AuX
and uj, high signal to noise Information can be acquired. In general the greater the
number the better the resulting reconstructed object intensity distrbuton[14J,[23].
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Signal to noise ratio (SNR)

Again the problem arises of describing the statistics of complex signals. The use
of the phase error measure, el (Eq.(30)), poses many problems in an analytic study
due to the complexity of the signal variances required. Consequently, the SNR measure
SNR, (Eq.(28)) is used, as In section 4, to compare analytically the KT and TC tech.
niques. The phase error measure, Og, has however been studied computationally, using
the Monte Carlo simulation previously described and the following results comparing
63 and the SNR, when imaging through atmospheric turbulence were obtained.

Figure (10) shows plots of the ratio of the phase error Of, to Vi(-.SNRm) for the
sub planes of the KT signal and the bispectrum defined by u1=uix, ur"u2, Au-Au,
These plots are the result of computatlonally simulating the effect of imaging the
'asteroid' shown in Fig,3(c) with a 2 metre telescope and 0.7 arc second 'seeing'. Five
thousand independent realisations of the atmosphere were used to obtain the ensemble
averages. These plots should be directly compared with those in Fig.5. Althongh no
photon noise is present the atmospheric turbulence induced signal fluctuations result in
the same overall effect; the variances of the real and imaginary part of the signal tend
to be independent and equal, with zero covariance, away from the axes, whereas near
the axes the covariance tends to be larger with a small imaginary variance and a large
real variance, Again the SNRm appears to give a reasonable indication of the phase
error, however the fluctuation of the ratio about unity near the axes is still present, a
consequence of the non-zero covariance.

The signal to noise ratos of the KT Rno TC in Fourier space am, defined oy

SNR(A7)(ulAu) I < 1,(uI) );(ur÷Au) > I N (58)

where

S~~ofo- < I I,(. ) •',*.÷u , < IP(.l) IPO(u,+,,u) > 12,

and

I 4 (u1 )4u+u 2) I,(U2 ) > ISNROr) (u),u2) < </(.1) u> (59)

where
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o < I lp(u1) ;(u11+12) l/(u 2 ) I' > - I < 4W(1) J;(ul..U 2) P(ua) 12,

and M is the number of !ndependent inage3.

In order to compare the SNR's the averages muit be evaluated for a range of frz.
quency vectomr. Based on the modej of iRoddier, [16!, the following results have been
obtained. The maea munber of hoeckles pt frame, T, is awaumed to be much greater
than unity and r is 2.3 (D/r,)a, D being the telescope diameter.

The approximations reqi;fred to estimate the effect of atmospheriL turbulence on

ensemble averages am repetitive, and tedious. Consequenlly, a typical quantity, the

ensemble averaoe mean square of the bispectrum, Is treated in detal as a worked

example, see in Appendix (3). The effect on imaSing a point source ac high light level

is considsred fist. The Fourier spectrum of the pth image, 1,(u]), therefore reduces to

that of the point sprezd function of the telescope-atmospheru combination, SW(u).

For u, 1s, Au > r.A,

< SP(u) Sp(ul*u 2) Sp(u 2) > 72 7(3)(ulu 2) (60)

< ISp(ul) Sp;(u.+u2) S,(u 2)12 >

< SP(u1 ) Sr(ur+Au) > U 0 (62)

and for u2, Au < r,1%,

< SP(u1 ) s;(u1 +u2 ) SP(U 2) > " 7ýT(ul) < S(u 2) > (63)

< SP(U1 ) S;(uu•+u) > ' - T72)(ul) (63)

< IS,(ul) s$(u1 +u2) SP(u 2)12 > = - I$2 )(u1)I <S$(u 2 ) > 2 (64)
Pr 2 172(21 pU)(4

< I .TP(U l) SPO(u ,÷ A u )1 > j7<:T~ )( kj1)12 (65)
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where 70)(u) is the normalised overlap integral of two pupils separated by u. and
T(3)(ul,u%) is the nornalised overlap integral of three pupils sepaxated by Ul and u2.
Consequently, the SNRs' are

SNR(M2 27 3)(uI,u2) •. U > r.

U ~ U2 u< rea (66)

and

$,'*RU - o 14 AU > 1R./%

. 4m U -dr,,I% (67)

For ul, Au c #-A at high light level both techniques have statistics which, within the
approximations made here, reflect the negative exponential behaviour of the SNR of
the power spectrum[ 18], For frequencies outside this range, for which no power spec-
trum equivalent exists, the KT has approximately zero SNR whereas the bispectrum

SNR has a IN/, dependency. This result disagrees with that obtained by Wirnitzer
[231] which shows no such dependency. The SNR of the information for u2 > r,/% is
therefore typically of the order of "rs lower than that for u2 < r/•%. If individual
images are considered to be independent then in oider to obtain equivalent SNR in
both regions a multiplicative factor of order Pr more frames are required when

"2 > r,/.,

Figure I I shows plots of a single plane of the KT and bispectrum
(ul-u .. u2nuu, Au-Au, ) SNR's at high light level obtained using the computer
simulation. Again the high region around ulO should be compared between the two

plots. The width of this region gives an indication of the number of frequency
difference vectors high SNR information is available for object reconstruction. On

comparing cross-sections for constant Au, and u2. values it is found that both tech-
niques have very similar SNR's if difference vectors are less than approximately r/1%,
see Fig.12. Beyond this value the closure phase property of the bispectrum maintains
its SNR above that of the KT which tends to fluctuate wildly, The high SrR regions
around the axes are constricted near the origin for both techniques. This is particularly
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noticable in the bispecurum where distinct regions of low SNR exist, corresponding to
positions where two of the terms in the bispectrum alple product are identical, hence
increasing the variance of the bispectrum phase. These regions are clearly visible in
Fig. 11, for example around the line defined by u1, = u2, In contrast to the transfer
functions, the SNR's for the cross-sections shown, with Au, u2 < riA, maintain a

roughly constant value for values of ulZ up to approximately rA/X of the telescope
imposed cutoff.

Unfortunately, the need to observe astronomical objects with low luminosity and
the short exposure requirement of 'freezing' the atmosphere result in low numbers of
photon events being recorded in individual images. For such low light level images the
effect of photon noise becomes important. The photon noise dependent variances, see
Appendix (1), therefore need to be averaged over the atmospheric statistics in various
regimes, These regimes being defined in general by the ratio, X, of the a erage
number of photons, R to the average number of speckles per frame, )r,, and by the
value of the frequency vectors u1, u2, Au. Again using the model of Roddier[16],
averaging over the atmospheric statistics yields the following approximations for the
required statistical moments.

For ul, u2, Au > •&,,

+ 72)(U2) no f)(ul)

+ T)(u1+u2) r f 2)(u
+ TýUIU ÷ A + f<) 2) (U2

+ <2k(u) 7• 1(u1+u2) f + R f 2) (u2) >

OýM 1 M-Wl(69)
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For U2 , .cAU<P,

06 + K Sr(1112) >i . T 2)(UI) + Tý2)(u1+u2)

+ T(2)kU,) j< S,(U2) >12 + ± T72)(U 1+u2) 1< S,(U2) >12

+ - <k 1 ~ 2 ( 1 u)1 Sp(u 2) >1 >1(71)

Oý.) P+ RI j< SP(u 2) >12 R> 1, Jrc1(72)

0?P) 7 + 2 7 ý2)(U1) + V-72)(u1+Aul)

+ g 7(2)kUl) 7<Zk(ui.4.U) )7> 1 (73)

The mean signals are

P T(*C(u1 ,u2) and R2 T7'(u 14Au)

for the bispectrurm and KT respectively.

The SNR's of the two techniques may now be compared for the various regimes.

F~or u1. u42 , A > rk

2- N7 7<3(u 1 ,u 2 )ýM ;r - 1 (75)
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The result is more complicated for larger ir but the SeneWai form corresponds to a gra-

dual falling off of the dependence on . due to the variance becoming more dependent

on NFa succesive terms in Eq.(68) take precedence. Eventually, for iT'2, 1, the SNR is

simple dependent on T as the / dependent term of Eq.(68) dominates the variance.

When f" is approximately equal to I then there is roughly a linear dependence of the

SNRC) on g" as the N dependent term dominates tee variance. The KT has approxi-

mately zero SNR in the equivalent region, Au > rA.

For u2, Au r</A and X49 1,

R370)(uIU2) <5( 2 )SNRS(u) > O (76)I[ • + t7 1< sp(U2) >1' t:

and

&.R(K A- 7 T()Mu 1,4u) N?-. (77)X,

In particular Eq,(76) reduces to a linmar pendence on X equivalent to the power

fpectrum, for a2 = 0, as expected. Again for larger R8 both SNR's are far more compli-

cated but, an before, their dependence on IV gradually falls off as the terms in the vari-

ances dependent on higher powers of P7 dominate. Both SNR's tend to the high light

level value of 'inty, as for the power spectrum, for u2 = AU =0.

A Monte Carlo sOmulation has been carried out, see Fig.13, which reasonably

confirms the f'and r dependencies of the above SNR results.

The ensemble averaged variances derived can easi'y be incorporated into phase

reconstruction algorithms (28] to weight optimally the information present in the aver-
age signals. The expression for the variance of the bispectrum given in Eq.(68) is par-

ticuLxrly useful as a weighting function as it can be evaluated from inowledge of F

and the ensemble average image spatial power spectrum at various spatial frequencies,

This weighting function wiU, however, suffer from the fact that it is independent of the

phase of the bispectrum at each point. Two possible approaches to overcoming this are.

the following. Firstly, a larger weighting function can be given to those points for

which the bispectrum phase is not Close to zero on the basis of the phase error tending

to the equaiity in E., 38). Alternatively, the variances and covariance of the real and
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imaginary parts of the complex signal, see Appendix (1), could be approximated in a
similar manner to the variance of the modulus and the full expression for the phase
error defined in Eq.(30) evaluated.

so
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CONCLUSION

It is evident that the KT and TC methods of image processing ae very closely

related from both the mathematical and implementation viewpoints. The extension of
the KT method to a more general form, whereby the frequency difference vector, Au,
can take on a wide range of values rm.noves the TC advantage of a having a redun-
dency of phase Information that can increase the SNR. It is necessary to centroid
images before processing using the KT method and this removes the signal-to-noise-

ratio, SNR, gain over the TC which should result as a coniequence of being a lower
order correlation. Additionally, the need to centroid and the development of an
efficient photon differencing TC algorithm result in implementation times being

* equivalent, despite the KT method being a lower order correlation.

A more appropriate mcasure of the phase error, GE, of a complex signal has been
- suggested. This has been compared with the traditional SNR based measure whereby

the phase error iA approximated by 1/(4•SNR). It is found that this gives a reasonable
indication of the phase error; however, in certain circumstances, for small frequency
difference vectors, the value predicted by this means can be considerably in error. It is
seen that the SNR can be used to provide an upper bound on the phase error.

Speckle interferometry, the KT correlation and the TC have been seen to be con-
nected through phase closure relationships. By considering phase closure in terms of
spatial frequency vectors fo:.ming closed loops in the telescope pupil, it has been possi-
ble to evaluate many ensemble averages of image correlations over the statistics of
atmospheric turbulence. A computer implementation of a generalisation of the tech-
nique of Ooodman and Belsher[ 18] has allowed photon noise dependent SNR's to be
investigated. Using these developments, together with a computer simulation of the
effects of imaging through turbulence, the SNR's of the TC and KT methods have
been compared with, in particular, their dependency on T, and f,

It is found that the the highest SNR regions of both the TC and KT average sig-
nals are of equivalent value and extent. They correspond to using frequency difference
vectors, Au, u2, that have magnitudes that are less than, or of the order of, /P0 X. In this
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region both SNR's are linearly dependent on the number of photons per speckle at
very low light levels and approximately unity at high light level. They are reflecting
their close assosciation with the negative exponential statistics of the power spectrum.

Outside these high SNR regions the KT signal is insignificant and the bispectrum SNR

shows a 4g/-•H2 dependency at very low light levels and a V/sr at high level. Again
this is suggesting the effective equivalance of the two techniques as for typical valuesI of •I, of the order of 1000, the additional information present in the bispectrum would

require many more frames to be processed to b4 of any use, Results from a Monte-

SCarlo type computer simulation, which enabled the ensemble average over the atmos-
I pheric statistics to be evaluated within the constiinta of the model used, agree well

with the results obtained from the analytic study based on phase closure relations.

"This work was supported by the UK Science and Engineering Research Council

(GR/D 92332) and the US Army (DAJA 45-85-C-0028).
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Appendices

Appendix (1)

A computer implementation of a generalisation of aoodnian and Belsher's
method (18] for averaging signals in Fourier space in the presence of photon noise has
been used to yield the following results. Consider imaging, with a mean number of
photon events per ftrame of ff, an intensity distribution which has a high light level
image with the Fourier transform 1(u).

The KT signal of the pth frame is, in Fourier space,

DIM(u,,Au) - D,(u1 ) D;(U1 +AU) - D;(Au), (AI.1)

resulting in the following expressions for the second order statistics. The second
moment of the real part of the signal is given by

1/4 < [ DrX7(u 1 ,Au) + DO(A9Y(u 1,Au) 12 > (A1.2)

and averaging over the photon noise statistics gives

1/4 [ A(-ul) l(-uO) I(UI÷AU) I(Ur+Au) P + cc
* 2 1(-u 1-Au) 1(-ul) 1(ul) 1(u2+Au) ,9

+ I(-m,) (-u) I(2u,+2Au) P + cc
+ 2 1(-ul) 1(u 1)

+ 2 I(-u) A(Au) l(u1+Au) R) + cc

+ 2 i(-u,--Au) I(-ul) 1(2u,+Au) R' + cc

+ 1(-u,-bu) /(-u,-Au) 1(2u,) R3 + cc

+ 2 1(-u 1-Au) I(u,+Au) R1

+ A(-Au) i(-Au) M + cc

+ (-2ul) I(2u,+2Au) P + cc

+ 2 (-2 &a.-4u) I(2u,+Au) R2
+÷2]

where cc indicates the complex conjugate. It should be noted that, each cc is the com-
plex conjugate of the whole of the term to its left, including the sign.
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The second moment of the imaginary part of the signal is given by

-1/4 < [ DF'(uj4u) -- D,(M(uAu) ]2,(A1,3)

and averaging over the photon noise statistics gives

-1/4 [1(-ui) I(-u1) 1(uI+Au) I(u1+AV) + cc

-2 1(-U1-Au) (-mi) 1(u1) I(u1+Au)

+/-a, 1(-ui) 1(2u1) AU M +

+ 2 I(-u,) 1(Au) 1(ui+Au) P' + cc

-2 1(-ui-&u) I(-ul) I(2u1.&u) R4.cc
- (-u1-Au) J(-u 1-Au) 1(2u,) +. cc
-2 I--A)l(u 1+Au) ~

2/(-2u,-Au) l(2u,.Au) R2Ih fison oeto dera n mgnr parts of the signal is given by

-J/4 < Dý7(,A)- (T'Uu

D(M~,,Au + (M*(,,Au >.(A 1.4)

an vr-ing over the photon noise statistics gives

.J/4 ]1-1 iu (-U]-AU) 1(uj) 1(uj) ~- cc

1(--uj-Au) 1(-u 1-Au) 1(2u,) R3 - cc

4 2 1(-U,-&U) J(-AU) 1(u1) NS - cc

+ I(-2u1-2Au) 1(u1) 1(u1) WS - cc
* 1(~u) -Au)R~ -cc

+ 1(-2u1-2&u) 1(2u,) R2 - cc 1
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I The TC signal of the pth frame is, in Fourier spaes,

Dr(utpu2) -D,.(ul) D;*(u1+u2) D,(u2)

4 1 - ID, )12 - IDpCu,+u 2)I
2 _ IDP(u 2)12 + 2NP, (AL.5)

resulting in the following expressions for the second order statistics.
The second moment of the real part of the signal is given by

1/4 < (Dr(u 11 ug) + DF '(uju2) ]2 > (I

and averaging over the photon noise statistics gives

1/4 [ I(-u,) /(-u,) /(-ul) I(-ua) 1(2u,+2ua) PS + cc

+ 2 I(-uj) J(-u,) J(-u2) 1(u1) I(u,+ul)P +S cc
+ I(-ul) J(-'a,) 1(-2u,~) I(uj4u1) I(u1.luj) # + cc

+ 2 l(-ul) I(-u) I(-vO1 1(u) /(uIu1) P' + cc
+ 2 I(-ul) /(-u:) 1%U) 1(u1) P
+ 2 1(-u,-u1 ) I(-u,) /C-u2) 1(ul) I(u,.2u2) PS + cc

+ 2 1(-u,-u1) IC-u,) 1(-u2) I(u,+u3) I(ujeu2) R3 + cc
+ 2 1(-u,-uj) l(-ul) 1(-u 1) l(ua) J(2u,+ua) Ps + cc

+ 2 1(-UI-u 1) 1(-ul) 1(u2) l(u,4u 1)
+ 2 I(-u,-u,) I(..u,) l(uj) I(ul-u2) I(uj.u2) P+ cc
+ 1(-ulrua) I(-uj-uj) 1(u1) 1(u1) 1(2u,) RI.e cc

+ 2 1(-ul-ua) I(-ul) I(ul) I(uI+u3) R3

+ I(-ta) 1(-mi) /(-2u:) I(2u,+2u,) Ps + cc

+ 2 l(-u1) IC-u,) 1(ul) 1(ul) P
+ 4 IC-ul) J(-u2) I(u2) jAu,))r

+ 2 IC-u,) I(-2u,) 1(u2) l(u,4-u2) P + cc

+ 2 IC-u,) 1(u,) RI

+ 2 1(-U, 1(u2) I(uI-U,) P+CC
+ 2 I(*-u,-ul) IC-u,) /(-ua) I(2uj+2,m2) P cc

+ 4 I(-u2 -u1 ) J(-ul) I(u,) 1(u44-uj) P
+ 2 I(-u,-u2 I(-u2) I(u,-ul) (u,+2U3) 17 cc

+ 2 1(-u,-ua) C-u,) I(ul) I(2u,) P.+ cc
+ 2 1(-ul-ul) I(-ul) I(2u,+u2) R5. cc
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+ 2 (-ul-ul) /(-u1+ua) l(-Us) I(2uj+V1) 17 + cc

+ 2 1(-ul-u3) )(-u2.4ua) IAuj-u) I(ui+u3) R1
+ 2 (-u1-oz) 1(-u1-ua) I~l~uiaa) I(ui4ul) R

+ j(-u1-us) I(-u 1-tb2) 1(2u3) 1(2u,) R' + cc

+e 2 J(-ul-us) A-lis) I(61+2uj) P +4cc

+ 4 /(-ul-u2) C-uz) Aus) Au1 ia,)

+ 2 J(-u 1-ua) l(U1u 3) P
+ 2 I(-u1-2aag) /(-'u1) 1(u1) 1(u1+2u3)

+ 2 IC-ui-2us) I(-ul) '(n) l(2u1+ua) P+ cc
+ 2 /(-us) IC-ui) 1(u1) 1(u1)

+ 2 IC-u1) 1(us)

+ A10 (-us) l(-u1 1(2uta2u) P1 + cc
+ 2 1(-2uj)I-u2) 1(uuj) Rua 1u+u Pc

+ 2- 0J(--a 0u I(u2 u 01) +Pc

+ 21(-u1-u, 1(-u 1-U) 1(2u,.uf ) P + cc

+ 2 J(-u 1-02u) A~u-u,+u)I(u+ 2  4c

*+ 1(-ul-2us) 1(-u 2+uj) P(u+u)R+c
+4 1(-uj-u) I(-ua ~ u) 1(2uj)a 1 +4Cc

+ 2I(-vl2u,) I(-uj) 12u1.u) .c

+ 1(-2ta1/-us) 1(2u34u) R3+c

+ 1(-2u,) (-2u1 ) 1(-uj) I(ua) Iu+) (,u)P + cc

+ 2 (-u2-ul) IC-uj) ](-a,) I(u2I 1(u1) 1(ul-u 1) P1

The second moment of the imaginary pant of the signal is given by

-1/4 D( [L V)(u1,U2) - DCC* 2 2>(A 1.7)

and averaging over the phc ton noise statisdcg gives

-114 ( 1(-ul) ](-u 1) /(-us) /(-u2) I(2u 1+2u,) + 4cc

42 I(-u,) I(-u,) I(-us) I(ul) I(u1+uz) + +cc
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+ (q2  (-u1) /(-2u:) 1(ui.u 1) l(u,4.u2) P + cc
+ 2 1(-uj) J(-ui) 1(-U1) 1(ul) I(u2+ul) P + cc

-2 1(-u2-) 1(-az) I(-u1)1u) 1( 1.u 1 fl
+ 2 I( u - j ) 1(.u I - Uas) )(u 1+) 1(u 1*2 u 1) P + cc

+ 2 /(-ul-ta,) iC-hi) IC-uh) l(uu) I(2ui.ul) R + cc
-2 /(u-u2 I-u) 1(-u1 ) I(ul4u) 1(2,u) 7+c

-2 /(-u 1 -u1) /(-u1) 1(ua) I(u1-u1 ) 1(Ill, ul) R3 + cc
+ A1(-u2-u) !C-u1-03) IWO(U2)1) 1(2u,) 17 + cc

-2 l(-u1 -u1) /(-u1) 1(u1) 1(u24.ul)

+ 1(-Ui) /(-g1) 1(-2ua) 1(2ul+2u1) + cc
+ 2 IC-u2) 1(-u 1) 1(ul) 1(u1) pg

+ 4 I(-u1 ) A(-42) 1(01) 1(u1) P
+ 2 A(ul) I(-2u2) 1(ul) 1(u,+u,) R%+ cc

2(u1 7C-uaj *1 +cc

-2 /(-ul) 1(ul) I(u2-u,) p+c
+ 2 1(-ul-u 3) /(-a, (u3) /(2u,+2u-' c

4 ' (u-g1 (-U1) N(O2 
1(Ui+U2) RI + CC

-2 1(-ul-u1) l(-ui) IAu1 u1) I(ul+211l) R~+ cc
+ 2 I(-uj-u1 ) IC-u1) 1(ul) 1C2u,) Al + cc

- 2 /(-Hu2-) 1(-u,) 1(2ui+u2) P + cc
- 2 1(-ul-ua) /(-u,.ui) I(-u2) 1C2u,+ul) P + cc

-2 HiC-u1-u) l(-ui+ua) I(ui-ui) I~ui+ua) R'
2 1C-ul-u1) I(-u1-u2) I(u1+li1) 1(ul.ul) A4~

+ I(-aai-ua) I(-U2-ul) 1(2u,) 1(2u,) RN cc
-2 1(-u 1-u2) IC-ui) 1(U1+2u1) Rl cc

+ 4 l(-u1-u1 ) 1(-ua) 1(ul) IAul'u 1) J
-

2 ](-ul-u3) Cul.u2) R' +cc
- 2 /(-u1-2uI) /(-a,) A(u1 1(U,*2u:) P
- 2 I(-UI-2us) /(-'al) 1(u1) I(2ul+u3) p + cc
+ 2 1(-u 1) IC-u1) 1(u) 1(u1) )71

+ 1(-2uj) /(-u3) /(-ul) I(2u,+2u,) F~+ cc
- 2 /C-2u 1-u2) (-uz) 1(u1) 1(2u,+u2) P
+ 1(-U1 IC-uj) 1(2u,) P + cc
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+ 2 1(-ia) l(-u1) 1(u1.u1 ) R'. cc

-2 1(-u14.u1) 1(ui-u2) R'

+ (-tI~-VI) I(-u1-ul) 1(2u1+2u:) P5 + cc

- 2 /(-u1-2u:) I(-.ta+ui) 1(2ul4.u2) P + cc

- 2 1(-u 1-2u,) 1(u1.211) AP

2 ~~~+ l4)1(u)1(2oa) R' + cc

+ 1(-2u,) I(-2u1) 1(2u1+2u,) P5 + cc

-2 1(-2u1-ul) 1(2u,+ul) R'

-2R
+ (-UO 1(-U, 1(-uX) 1(-VI) 1(u1+u1) 1(u14.u2) +. CC

-2 /(-Ul-us) 1(-u 1) (-uj) ](us) 1(u1) 1(uj+U3)P

* by The fIrit joint moment of the real and imaginary parts of the signal is given

-J/4 < r D(M~u, U2) - D(M*ku,,u2)I

D D(TC )(Ul 1U2) + DýTC)'CUP1 u2 > (Al.8)
* and averaging over the photon noise statistics gives

-P/4 f-1(-u1) A(-0,) l(-Us) I(-us) I(2ul+2u3) P, - cc
- 2 1(-ul) 1(-ul) 1(-ui) 1(u1) 1(u1.u1) P - cc

- 1(-Iu2) IC-u5) 1(-2uz) 1(u,+u3) I~u1+u2) PI - cc

- 2 ](-ul) 1(-ul) /(-u1) 1(u1) 1(u14.uz) RO - cc
- 2 1(-u,-u1) 1(-u)) IC-ul) I(uj.u2) J(uj.u 1) 17 - cc

+ 1(-u5-u1) I(-u1 -u1 ) 1(us) 1(u1) 1(2u,) PO - cc

- /(-ul) 1ý-u,) l(-2u2) I(2u14.2uz) P -

- 2 1(-u 1) 1(-2 I5) 1(u2) 1(u1+u:) P-cc
- 2 IC-us-us) 1(-u,) IC-us) 1(2u,+2u2) P-cc
+ 2 /C-u:-u;) 1(-uj) 1(Qj l(2u,) N'-cc
+ 1(-is i-us) 1(-uj-u 1) 1(2ul) 1(2u,) 17 - cc

/ (-2v,) 1(-u1) 1(-ul) I(2u,4.2u,) P-cc
+ IC-uS) ICu) Iu~ - cc

+ 2 IC-u1) 1(-ut) I(u1.u1) R, - CC

-I--u)1(-u,-u 2 ) 1(2u,4.2ua) 17 - cc

as
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4' l(-qa2) I(-*j) I(2"i) P8
-cc

A-2 I(2 1)(-2u2) J(2u1+2us) cc

A- O J( -ul)J( ) /(-u2) I(-Ul) J(ui~ua) I(u24u1) P8-cc
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Appendix (2)

Centrolding frames before performring the KT technique results in errors being
introduced into the ensemble average when photon noise is present.

The pth low light level IWage is described by Eq.(l8) and its Fourier transform
by Eq.(19). The following expression maybe written relating the shift, Xp, from the

image cenoiid of the photon event distribution. The image cenu'oid being the 'centre

of gravity' of the image photon event distribution.

No (XP - I)- (Xk- Xs), (A2,1)

whemr x is any point in the frame used as a reference, Hence,

4#Xk
/ 0 (A2.2)

The KT signal in Fourier space is

D,(ul) D;(ul+Au) - D;(Au), (A2.3)

and if D,(u) is centroided, using the Fourier shift theorem, to give,

D,(u) exp(-27n#,u), (A2.4)

then the resulting KT signal formed is

Dp(u1) exp(-27VtXpUl) D;(u1 +Au) exp(2niXp(ul+4u)

- D;(Au) exp(2r/XpAu). (A2.5)

Using the method of Goodman and Belsher [18) the ensemble average over the photon

event distribution yields
<,N,. Pvp-i) f Au.L ) ,,..A-)/(A

N, N, N,

- N. *(4&u-A') f(Al9"&1>
N, N,

+ e. N, r(Au-Au) f(A-U)Np&*> (2
N, Np A26
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where f(u) is the object Fourier transform, 1(u), normalised by 1(0) and < > indicates
an ensemble average over the Poisson statistics of the photon events. Obviously the
bias terms cancel as desired. However, the resulting signal differs from the required
result,

< N,(N,-l)-(u 1 )r/(u1 +Au) >, (A2.7)

obtained from a series of photon limited images of a stationary object which is not
centroided before performing the XT average. The average over the bias term alone
yields a result which is completely general for any frequency Au. Consequently the
same result maybe used to describe the resulting image obtained by summing a series
of centroided images which contain photon noise.

< E[D,(u)exp(-2jXpu)J > a < NpA~M)r~LNI (A2.8)
Np NP

where E[] indicates the expectation value of the signal due to the photon event distri-
bution.

i
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Appendix (3)

Roddier[16] has developed a mocel which may be extended, in conjunction with

some simple assumptions concerning the statistics of atmosphere induced wavefront

perturbations, to approximate the effect of atmospheric turbulence on ensemble aver-

ages of intensity distribution correlations in general.

Imaging through atmospheric turbulence with a large single aperture telescope is

modelled by describing the telescope pupil function, HJ(x), as a distribution of 'seeing

cells' of diameter r., The wavefront phase is assumed constant across each cell and

the complex amplitude in the pupil, A(x), is assumed uncorrelated between cells. The

complex amplitude modulus Is assumed to be unity. The Fourier transform of the

intensity distribution of an image of a point source is therefore described by,

He(x) H;(x+%u) A(x) A'(x*%u) dx
S,(u) i tA3,l)

J IH0(x)l dx
pupil

This integral may be approximated, using the simple model, by a sum of complex

exponentials corresponding to the complex amplitude difference between pairs of 'see-

ing cells'.

Sp(u) 1 N•)exp[J(4,.-4,)] (A3.2)N(O) .

where 0,-40, is the wavefront phase difference between the sth pair of 'seeing cells'

separated by .u. There are approximately N(u) such pairs in the pupil.

In order to study the signal to noise ratios of the KT and TC techniques a number

of different correlations need to be averaged over the atmospheric statistics. Using the
above model a particular correlation is treated to try to indicate the form of the

approximations required in general. These and similar approximations are used to aver-

age all the correlations needed for the invehtigatlon allowing the form of the dominant
terms to be determined.

Consider. as an example, averaging the modulus squared of tie bispectrum of a

point source, for frequencies u), u2 >r,/, This term is of particular importance as it
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allows the variance of the bispectrum to be evaluated.

< ISPNO) Sp(u,+u2) SP(u2)u 2 >

1  N(Mu ) N(u,+u+) N(N

ID -,xpU(0',- 0,) + -', - 0•,) + j(O. - J,)]> (A.1.3)
qu FI eel

In general, this expression corresponds to summing over contributions from six

different pain of 'seeing cells' and for such combinations the ensemble average tends

to zero. However, certain other combinations, for which 'seoijg cells' occur in more

than one pair, result in 'phue closure' and a non-zero ensemble average conutibution.

Such combinations all result in the phase closure relationship

(oq0-*) + (0,-4:) + (Or-o")

+ (0,-.4i) + (0>-0,) + (0,-4,) . 0, (A3.4)

which may be realised in a number of dOfferent ways, To see how these arise and to

obtain their contributllon to the ensemble average At 1s instructive to consider imaging

through a telescope pupil with an atmosphere induced complex amplitude distibution

which is delta correlated.

CA(x) -- < A(x') A*(x'+x) > - 8(x) (A3,M)

This corresponds to moakin N(0) approach infinity so that the summation approxima-

tion of eqn. (A3.3) again becomes an integral expression.

<ISP(ul) $u :)SP(.,l)12 >

fffffJJf 14M ~14MA01 H.N32 lr(l%(lu) H.(Xj) hf*.x 3.XU2

,/r.(xl Ho(x 4+%ul) 1r.(x$) H.(xF-X(• 1+ua)) 1(46 ) H.(X+Xua)

.<: A(xl) A°(xt÷XUl) A(xj,) A*(x,-X(u:÷tu2)) A(xj) A°(x3"Xul) A*(xd) A(xd+%Uj)

A*(21) A(xrg4(u 1+u2ý) A'(x6) A(xs'Xu1) > Al2 dX3 A) d dXS dk#,

where the normallsation factor Y is defined by

Y fff J (xJ•J IH.(z:)2  .(2)1 )l• 62 dx, J (A3.6)
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By averaging over the complex amplitude statistics the phase closure non-zero

ensemble average contribution terms can be approximated. Since the complex ampl-
tude is assumed to possess unit modulus its higher moments cannot ve generated using

Reed's theorem [31] which is only applicable if the complex amplitude is a gaussian

random variable. Instead the high order moment is broken down into combinations of
lower order moments on the basis of phase closure considerations. This break down of
the higher order moments is perhaps more easily seen if the phase closure relationship

is thought of in terms of ipatial frequency vectors forming closed loops in the tele-

scope pupil, sce Fig.14.

(a) Consider terms for which

(Oq0 )(0 -0q 0-

(0, - ') + (0",,- €,,) = o

(0," -0"•)) + (0'J".- (Do'* 0.O

These correspond to the following non-zero contribution to th'.e ensemble average over
the complex amplitude statistics, see Fig.14(b),

< AixI) A'(34) > < A(3-•,ul) A,'(x,+Xul) > < A•(%,) A'(xl) >

.< A(xr-k(ul~ul)) A"(xl-.("l+u3)) > < A(xj) A'(x4) > < A(xG.*%u,) A'(xs÷*%u >

8(x.-xl) 8 (xr-xl) 8(Xrxs) (A3.7)

Resulting in the following contribution to the average modulus squared of the bispec-

trum which is non-zero for all spatial frequencies out to the diffraction limit of the

telescope. For an unapodised aperture this is simplified to a product of terms depen-

dent on the normalised diffraction limited transfer function, 70)(u),

P'f ff
Ir .27 T)(u1) 70)(u2) 70)ku1.~u1) (A3.8

wher the mean number of speckle% per frame, )r, is defined by

I J.IC.,(x)I2 d

t 94
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(W) Consider terms for which

(0, - 0") + (61',- .0j) -o.

( +, +;) +®, : ®-®)÷( -,b,). o.

These correspond to two terms, see Fig, 14(c), that have identical non-zero contribu-

tions to the ensemble average over the complex amplitude statistics, provided the pupil

is symmetric.

For example,

i < AXI) A*(x,) > < AXx4÷X•j) A'(xj+%Uj) > < A(xl) A'(xo) >

* . < A(x -( (uj+uj)) > < A(x5r-(ui+u2)) A'(x:•u,) > < A(xgXu2) A(xj) >

-8(3-xl) B(Xcx) 8(X-X'r).U2 8(Xrxj-).(uj+uj)) 6(Xj-Xr-%(uJ+V)-%U,), A,'

results in the following contribution to the average modulus squared of the bispectrum
which is non-zero for all spatial frequencies out to the diffraction limit of the tele-

scope. This simplifies for the case of an unapodised aperture to a product of terms
dependent on the normalised difttaction limited transfer function, 70)(u), and the nor-
malised overlap integral, V')(uhju÷+u,), of four pupils with separations from an arbitrary
origin of zero, Xu3, X(u1+ua) and ),(uj.u,)+%•..

IL f WH.(xz)l* L.(z1+X.,)13 A"f,

ol

,. 70k)(uz) 7')(uiuj+ua) (A3,10)

The symmetry of the bispectrum squared modulus results in further terms for the
same phase closure reallBation, namely

2, Y)(u1) T)(u1,uj.÷u) and - 7"'(ud12) TV)(1111,1130 (A3.1 1)

(c) Consider terms for which

(4b,- 4b;) + (0,.- *;) + (e.6- 0.). o .
(0",- 0, + (OD - ,0")+ (®;,- ,.). 0.
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oThee correspond to four terms that have identical non-zero contributions to the en-

semble average over the complex amplitude statistics. For example,

i ~< ,A(x3) A'(x,+Xul) > < A(xj) A*(x3-X(ul~u3)) > < ,A(xl) A'(xs+,u3) >

< A(x4••ul) A'(xo) < •A(%aA(u-+ua)) A'(x 4) > <A•(xo+a 2 ) A'(xj) >
S- Sxt-•.•:) (x:-,-•u:÷•))8(xs-xl+XU2) &(X,-x-•ul)

S(%.-x$+((ju+u 3)) &.Xs-.x-.) (A3.12)

Another example is shown diagrammatically in Fig.14(d) Again a diffraction limited
conutrbution results which, after combining all terms, is simplified by considering an

unapodised aperture, to yield

2 IH.( xl)ll , (x,. k, ,)ll • .(x,÷ %(u,+u l)l d ,1

4

7 0)("k,ul) 70ku1,ua) (A3.13)

The normaliied diffraction limited bispecutal transfer function r)(uj,ul) is the overlap
integral of three pupils with separations from an arbitrary origin of zero, ku, and

x,(u 14u2).

The closure phase realisation being cosiidered in t0is section has some redun-
dancy with the previous realisations, (a) and (b). For example, in eqn. (A3.10) if
xj*X.u - x2 then the phase closure conditions of (c) ae reallsed. The redundancy must

thcrefore be eliminated by subtracting the relevent duplicated terms, In this example
this corresponds to subracting

• r2 T(4)(u,,uj~ u 2),

Compensating for all the redundancy requires subtacting the following.

4= I [ T(')(u l,,.I÷. ) ,)÷ ()u,.u l. u2)÷ 7 ý4)(u l,,u) ] 2 70,•(t j, u.) A . )

4 Figures 14(e) and 14(f) shown examples of phase closure relations which shown
!. redundancy.

(d) Finally, consider realising the closure phase of eqn. (A3.4) without any of the

96equality conditions of (a) (c) being true. Avera over the complex amplitudes

96 )
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yields 40 terms which have the following, identical, non-zero contributions to the
ensemble average provided the pupil is symmetric.

W,•" w(XI)r IH(,,(XUl÷l~j I~ln.X,+X(,lu+u,))14 dX1

7-)(u11u2) )

The ensemble averaged modulus squared of the bispectrum therefore consists of a
sum of many terms with, in particular differing dependencies on K,. Howevwr, it has
been assumed that 9, is very much greater then unity and so in this limit tirms which
are inversely proportional to the lowest power of r will easily dominate. In this exam-
ple the contribution of the term defined by Eq.(A3.8) will dominate all others.

This approach has been applied to all the ensemble averages over the atmospheric
statlist.s required for the SNR study.
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Figure captions

Figure (1) Corresponding sub-planes of (a) the bispectrum ( u1inuix, u2-nu2 ) and (b)

the KT ( u1 ,ul, AuAu1 ) four dimensional transfer functions of a circular aperture

lens.

Figure (2) :Pictorial representation of correlation techniques in the Image plane. (a)

The autocorrelation, (b) the Knox-Thompson correlation for a single plane, AuAo,

(c) a single bispectrum plane, u2=2Auu2Au, represented as a double correlation in the

image plane, and (d) correlations required for phase-gradient technique, auas. The

uterisk (0) indicates the correlation of the two dimensional images and multiplication

by a function is indicated by the overlayed dashed axes and I-D function, The func-

tions are constant in the orthogonal direction. The real and imaginary parts of the

correlations are shown separately,

Figure (3) : Plots (a) shows the theoretica: ;rror, O1, for a single image, on the phase

difference estimates resulting from using tho bispectrum plane (u2 ,Aut, uly-umuO)

and the KT plane (u1 ,O, Au,=O). The signal to noise ratio, SNRm, for the same two

planes, ar shown in (b), Plots (a) and (b) ar on a natural logarithmic scale. The

results a•e for an 'asteroid' type object which Is shown in (c), together with its Fourier

modulus.

Figure (4) : Graph (a) compares the phase error on corresponding cross sections of the

bispectrum ( u1 u11, u2 U2 ) and the Knox-Thompson ( ulul, Au=,Au. ) sub-planes

for u•xAu.- 4 frequency sampling intervals. Graph (h) compares the SNR, of the

same two cross-sections of the KT and bispectrum sub-plinns.

Figure (5) : Plots of the ratio of e3, defined by Eq.(30), to l/(1.NR,) for (a) the

bispec'mzm plane defined by u•x=iuz, uly-'u2yuO , and (b) the KT plane defined by

U Y=0, AuuO,. Departure of the ratio from unity only occurs near the axes.

100 4.
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Figure (6) : Diagrammatic rcpresentaUon of systems of pupil sub-apertures, of diameter
r, showing how 'phase closure' is realised. The phase closure requirement can be
redefined in terms of spatial frequency vectors forming a closed loop. (a) Vectors con-
tibuting to Fourier spatial frequency u. (b) Phase closure is achieved in the power
spectrum by taking pairs of vectors of opposite sign, -u and +u, to form a closed loop.
(c) Approximate phase closure is achieved in the Knox and Thompson method by tak-
ing two vectors, u and u+Au, and assuming that the pupil phase is constant over Au.
The bispectrum adds a third vector Au to explicitly form phase closure. (d) The third
vector, Au, is essential for phase closure when Uu > r.. The KT method fails with
this arrangement.

Figure (7) : The graphs illustrate the remention of phase information in the KT and TC
techniques. The results have been obtained using a computer simulation of imaging a
point source through a 2 metre telescope and approximately 0.7 arc second seeing at
high light level. The point source is centroided and so has zero Fourier phase at all
spatial frequencies. The phase di'tribution statistics ar& obtained using an ensemble of
5000 different atmospheric realisations, The fluctuation of phase between frames Is
plotted for the ftirt 150 reallsations only. The telescope pupil consists of three widely
spaced sub-apertures of diameter rP, Graphs (a) show the uniformly distributed Fourier
phase assosciated with spatial frequencies greater than ,/%. Graphs (b) and (d) show
Fourier phase difference information is retained using both the KT and TC techniques
for Au < tlk Graph (c) shows Fourier phase information is lost if the KT Is used
with Au > rP/X. Graph (e) shows phase difference information is again retained, even
though Au > r/1%, due to the phase closure property of the bispectrum.

Figure (8) : Plots showing the moduli of corresponding sub-planes of (a) the bispec-
trum (ulmu1z,.u 2,,U) and (b) the KT (u1"u1j,,Au=Au, ) four dimensional transfer func-
tions for imaging through a 2 metre telescope with approximately 0.7 arc second 'see-
ing'. The data was obtained using a Monte Carlo computer simulation, generating
10000 independent realisations of the atmosphere to obtain the ensemble average. Both
(a) and (b) are plotted using the same natural logarithmic scale.

Figure (9) : Graphs (a) and (b) respectively, show correspondifig cross sections through

the bispectrum (uINuu, u2=u2 ) and the Knox-Thompson (u 1 -ul. Au-Au, ) sub-
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planes of their atmospherc-telescope combination transfer functions, The cross-sections

correspond to frequency difference vectors, u2x, Aux, of 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 frequency

sampling intervals. The telescope cutoff occurs at 50 and r/A at approximately 4.5 fre-

quency sampling intervals.

Figure (10) : Plots of the ratio of the phase error e1 to l/('SNRm) for the sub planes

of the KT and bispectrum of the 'asteroid' type object shown in Pig.3(c) defined by
u1 =u1 , u20U2 , Au.Au,. These plots are the result of computationaully simulating the

effect of Imaging the 'asteroid' shown in Pig.3(c) with a 2 metre telescope and 0.7 arc

second 'seeing', Departure from unity only occurs near the axes.

Figure (11) : plots of a single plane of the KT, (a), and bispectrum, (b),

(u 1 5ulu, Uuu 2, Au=Aug ) SNR's at high light level obtained using the computer

simulation to obtain ensemble averages over 10,000 independent realisadons of atmos-
pheric turbulence,

Figure (12) : Graphs (a) and (b) respectively, show corresponding cross sections

through the Knox-Thompson ( ul.u 1 , AunAux ) and the bispectrum ( ulaul., u2.-u 2.

sub-planes of their SNR's shown in Fig.1 1, The cross-sections correspond to fre-

quancy difference vectors, u2a, Au., of 0, 2, 4, 6. and 8frequency sampling intervals.
The telescope cutoff occurs at 50 and PW/X at approximately 4.5 freuency sampling

intervals.

Figure (13) : The graphs in this figure are the results of a Monte Carlo computer simu-

lation whereby engemble averages over the atmospheric statistics have been carried out
on the photon noise dependent variances defined in Appeudix(l). Graph (I. shows the
dependency of the SNR of the bispectrum on T, and P7 The relative SNR is the ratio

of the SNR for the bispectrum point defined by ul-0.4DA, u2 00 at r. = 0.185D to

that at r, = 0.095D. This ratio of rP corresponds to a ratio of 0.25 in the mean number

of speckles per frame, r, The plot tends to 4 at very low light level, corresponding to

a /WT depencency, see Eqs.(76), (77), and tends to unity at high light level,

corresponding to a SNR which is appruximately independent of 11, see Eq.(66). Graph

(b) shows an equivalent plot to (a) for the bispectrum point defined by
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u0,6AD/•, u2=0.3D/A The plot tends to a value of 16 at very low light level,

corresponding to a 1/T. dependency, see Eq.(75) and tends to 2 at high light level,

corresponding to a 1/\1, dependency, see Eq(66). Graph (c) shows the approximate
linear dependence upon RN of the SNR of the same bispectrum point when the mean

number of photons per speckle is approximately one, The mean number of speckles
per image, fr, in this example is approximately 1000. Graph (d) shows the approxi-

mate P/' 2 dependency of the same bispectrum point when the mean number of photons
per speckle is very much less than unity, See Eq.(7S). The upper line is a N312 depen-
dent reference. Graph (e) shows the linear dependence on at very low light level of
the SNR's of the KT and TC signals defined by u1 O,4D/, u2uO AuO, See
Eqs.(76),(77). The upper line is a linear reference, The KT signal has the slightly
higher SNR, however the lines appear to be superimposed.

Figure (14) : Phase closure relationships can be viewed in terms of spatial frequency

vectors forming closed loops in the telescope pupil. Diagram (a) shows a representa-
tion of the 6 vectors which need to be considered when analysing the modulus squared

of the bispectrum at a point defined by ul, u2. Diagram (b) shows how the vectors
can be selected in conjugate pairs to cancel the phase. Each pair being analogous to

the power spectrum at that particular frequency. Diagrams (c) and (d) show other pos-
sible combinations of vectors which result in phase closure. Diagrams (e) and (f) show
redundent configurations between those represented in (b)-(d).
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REP 8

Algorithms for Image Reconstructlon from Photon.Limited Data
Using The Triple Correlation

I~prW N~seLabrsw SW U

ASTRA4CT

The triple correlation technique of speckle imaging has been Inves-
tigated in the low light level regime. Three practical methods for digital
triple correlation processing have been developed. Each of those
methods has successt"ly reconstructed Imajes from computer simulated
speckle intsilero'gsmi. In this piper we describe and compare the three

algorithms.

October 16. 1987
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. IAlgorithms for Image Reconstruction from Photon.Liratod Data

* Using The Triple Correlation

MJ.NomAon, Q.RAy..a, J.C.Dvix.
Dluu Labnxsfntory,

xm]ui Colle,, LdoW W7 23Z.
UK.

1. Introduction.

The angular resolution of large ground based telescopes is severely limited by
atmospheric turbulence. In order to overcome this limitation, some form of speckle
inteiferometry technique may be used, These techniques rely on taking a series of
measurements, with sufficiently short exposure times to fem the effects of atmos-
pheric turbulence. The resulting data is then processed to obtain the required
diff•raction limited Information.

Using the traditional lnterferomeory technique, as suggested by LAbeyrleI 2 we
may obtain modulus information on the object of interest However, with the advent
of reasonably cheap digital computing, It is now becoming possible to use more corn
plex methods such As the triple correlation3 4  (in the following referred to as TC) and
Knox-Thompson 2 6 techniques. With these techniques we can obtain the phase as well
as the modulus, and thus reconstruct in image of the object.

2. Triple correlation processing

The triple correlation iO)(xl,x2) and Its Fourier transform, the bispectrum )1)(u,v)

are defined as follows:

e5)(Xz - J''x) i*l(x (x+x2)dx. (1)

)0)(u,v) - I(u)I(v;.'1(u+v). (2)

where (x) represents the signal and 1(u) its Fourier transform.
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The basic methodologies of TC and autocorrelation processing ars very similar. In
both oaes we sum the correlation functions of each frame over the complete data set.
From Eq. (1) it is apparent that the TC of a two dimensional signal Is a fovir dimen-
sionsl function which leads to difficulties in computation and manipulation of the triple
correlation. In practice. we therefor process only a small sub-set of the TC or bispec-

In the following we will address specifically the case of photon limited interfero-
grams, in particular the regime of less than one photon, on average, per speckle. In this
regime data is most conveniently represented as a series of time tagge photon coordi-
nates. Bach photo-event is thus represented by a delta function in xy,t space, ie

8( x-xk)8( t-rh).

Integrating over a small time interval we obtain a time frame containing, say, N pho-
tons which is represented as7 :

(x) - E8( x-X5), (3)

Awl

Its Fourier transform is,
INN

I(u) % . 5( 0-2m) "', (4)

where the product uxk represents the dot product of the two vectors, (Uxk). In Eqs.
(3) and (4) xk is the location of the kW photo-event.

Most current imaging photon counting detectors are "time framed devices" in
which typically the light signal is pre-amplified by an image intensilfer, then integrated

for a "time frame" of several tens of milliseconds on a film or C.C.D. Due to the lirm-
Ited frame rate achievable by such detectors, temporal resolution is is relatively poor.
To gain maximum SNR (signal to noise) the frame rate most be adjusted, at recording
time, to a rat dependent upon the coherence time of the atmospheric turbulence.

Future generations of imaging photon counters , for example the IPD 8 and
PAPA 9 10 detectors, will be of the time tagging type. With these devices, individual
photo-events are recorded with a temporal resolution typically of the order of a few
micro-seconds. This gain in tempor.l resolution allows us to make better use of the
limited number of photo-events from a faint source, For instance, the processing
frame rate could be dynamically varied when processing the data, in an attempt to
obtain the optimum nade-off between speckle contrast and signal intensity,
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Probably the n.sIt important advantage of u'in4 time framed data, Is that instead

of dividing the data stream into time frames, we can look at it through a moving tiMe

window. One finds that when using the photon differencing algorithm in a moving

time window, it Is possible to compute 3 times as many diffemrnces or bivectors, than

is possible when the data is processed in frames, see Appendix and Pig. 1. The SNR

of the bispetrum aslon its axes, at the low photon levels of interest, scales roughly AS

f, the mman number of photons per frmo 15, Equivalently we could say that the SNR
scales u ,fb"3 where ', is the mean number of bivectors calculable, per frame. Thus

increasing the number of bivectors calculated from a data.stmam by a factor of three,

will increase the SNR by the order of 3143 or 1.44.

2.1 Reconstruction from the bispecmrum.

The reconstruction algorithms used in the following sections are based on a recur-

give technique 11 The phase of the biepectrum iepresentation given In Eq. (2) is:

3()(Uuv) - ON) + P(v) - p(u+v), (5)
where 13(3)(,,,) is the phue of the bispectrum and P((...) the phase of the signal

transform.

In the case of a one dimensional signal if we put v - I we get the following

equations:
Sfor u-s 1 P(2) a 1P(1) + P(1) - pOs)(I,l, (6)

/for u,2 A3(3) - 1P(1) + P3(2) - A(l)(l,2), (7)

for u-3 A3(4) - P3(J) + 0(3) - p3l)(1,3) (8)

for usn 3(n+l) a 13(1) + 13(O) - 130)(1,M). (9)

We are free to choose the first two phase values, since the phase at zero fre-

quency Is irrelevant, and the first frequency phase merely determines the position of

the object Arbitrarily setting the phase at the first frequency P(l) to zero, we are thus
able to compute the phase at A5(2), using Eq. (6). Similarly Eqs. (7) to (9) allow us to

compute all remaining phase values. This reconstruction technique leaves much scope

for improvement, since due to Its recursive nature it is fairly sensitive to noise. Unfor-

tunately a leut squares solution 13 suffers from the fact that [he bispectrum phase is

determined only modulo 2x. When noise is present this can lead to 2n mismatches in
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"the multiple phase estimates for each frequency. We Avoid this problem in the recur-

sivie algorithm by multiplying and dividing complex exponerntials, rather than adding

and subtracting phase.

3. Algorithms.

3.1 Direct calculation of the Blipectrum,

With this method we calculate directly, from the Fourier transforms of each

frame, selected. points in the biapectrum. To do this we make use of the triple product

relationship represented by Eq. (2).

The processing steps are:

a: Using traditional speckle interferometry techniques, estimate the modulus of the

object.

b, Decide which bispectrum values ae to be calculated. For maximum flexibility

the coordinates of the bispectrum points to be calculated are formed into a list.

c: Calculate the Fourier transform of each frame. From the Fourier transforms calcu-

late the mean value of each of the listed bispecbrum points, over the data set.

d: Correct the bispectrum for the effects of photon biu 14,

e: Using the list of bispectrum points as a guide, reconstnrct an estimate of the
object transform.

Since we are only calculating a limited subset of the total bispectrum, we obvi-
ously wish to select those parts with the maximum SNR. Even given a knowledge of
the object spectrum, calculation of the bispectrum SNR, allowing for atmospheric and

Poisson noise is difficult 15 . In general however we can say that given blipectrum terms

of the following form:
10)(u,4v) - 1(u)/(41V)1(u÷Av).

then terms for which Av is loes than Pried's coherence parameter r/A , will have the
highest SNR.

With photon limited data, due t poor signal to noise, we do not expect to be able

to reconstruct the object transform right out to the diffraction limit of the telescope. In
order to conserve computation resources, we estimate the likely frequency cut-off of
the phase reconstruction, and compute bispectrum points only out to this limit. Pig 2
shows experimentally determined curves of cut-off frequency vs number of data

frames, at various photon levels, for a 2m telescope with ro/ of approx 18 cm. These
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were derived by attempting to reconstruct the phase of a point mource, from simulated
speckle data, using the direct bispectrum method. For more complex objects the
curves can be used AS a upper bound on the reconstruction cut-off friequency. By cut-
off frequency we mean, the frequency the maximum frequency to which phase values
can be calculated with reasonable Accuracy, for example within x/4

3.2 The lkadon Transform.

The ceon .ual-sce or pJojection-slice theorem states that if we form a one dimen-
sional projection of a two dimensional function, then the Fourier transform of that pro.
jection is a central-slice ( le passing through the origin) of the Fourier transform of the
object. We can make use of this theorem to reduce the procesing of a two dimen-
slonal function to the processing of A number of one dimensional functions. We find
that with the relatively simple objects which we have studied, a fairly small number of
projection angles (eg 36) is sufficient f'tr a reasonable reconstruction.

The steps in processiig am:-
a: Project the two dimensional data onto a number of one dimenslional lines at vari-

ous angles, This Is done by rotating the coordinate system by an angle ct using
the rotation matrix-

Ieos(a) + sinf(a)
-sin() cos(ca) J

Ignoring the y coordinate effects the projection.

b: For each anSle of projection, compute the average triple correlation or bispectrum
over the data set. At this step we MAy use a photon differencing Algorithm to
compute the triple correlation (Fig. 2).

c: From the mean bispectrum at each angle, reconstruct the correspondLiS central
slice of the object Fourier transform.

d: Combine the various central slices into an estimate of the object Fourier
transform, thus arrive at An est6mte for the object. If possible object domain con.
saxinte such as positivity, should be Included In this vicp,
In practice the object modulus Is computed sepamtely using the standard speckle

interferometry techniques. The various projection triple correlations can be computed
numerically, possibly dividing the caIculations among several machines. Alternatively
since we are working with one di-aensional functions a hybrid opto-electronic proces-
sor 16 could be used to compute the correlations.
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It should be noted that when reconstructing from the biipectrum one is free to

chose the values of the transform phase at the zeroth and first frequencies. To first
order it is equivalent to being free to specify the phase gradient at the origin, Since

the Fourie. tnsmform of the object is analytic, it follows that the phase gradient at any

point must be independent of direction. Thus provided we make appropriate choices
for the-f t two frequencies of each reconstruction ( eg both zero ), we can guarantee
there will be no phase eors between the sUces. In the image domain this ix equivalent

to making the centres of gravity of each projection coincident.

3.3 Sub plane calculation.

Both of the previous methods have integrated the bispectrum the series of data-
frames. It is of course possible to integramt the TC directly. At low light levels this Is

most conveniently done by using a photon differencing algorithm.

To see how the photon differencing algolrthm is formulated, substitute Eq. (3)
representing a photon limited image into the triple correlation Eq. (1):

:13)(x1,x2) = dx 1:8(x-xk) YS(x+xl-xi) 1 8(x+x2-x,,). (10)

Mot

The conditions lk and mok,ml are necessary to eliminate the photon bias terms. The

bias terms are described in detail by Wirnltzer 14

The integrand is non zero aff:

Sx5  . (11)

X a X+1 1  x 1-X÷+x. (12)

x,,=x+x2  =* x,,mx+X 2 , (13)

,! Using equations (12) and (13), equation (10) can be rewritten as follows.

i. 1)(x1 ,x2) - 8(x1- (xI -Xk)) 8(X2- (X,,-xk)). (14)
6O wml MI

not

Equation (14) clearly represents a photon differen*;ing process, see Fig 3,
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Unfortunately due to the very large size of the TC for any reasonably dimen-

sioned image, it is not practical to Implement the photon differencing TC u it stands.
For instance a 128 square image would normally generate a 236x10 element TC,
which would require about 1Ob of store, or 17OMb If we made full use of the sym-

meuty of tho TC.

Fortunately, at the cost of Increauing the computational burden, (3 Integer ops..
8 floating point ops. ) we can compute a single two dimensional sub-plane of the
bispecmum, using a modified photon difforencing technique. Essentially we do this by
computing two dimensions, of the four dimensional Fourier transform, which
transforms the TC to the bispectrum, for some constant Fourier vector V, As already
pointed out, the regions closest to the axes of the bispectrum in general have the
highest SNR. If we compute these high SNR. regions by the photon differencing sub-
plane method, the algorithm turns out, to be similar to the photon differencing method
of generating the Knox-Thompson transform Is

Using Eq. (14) the bispectrum may be written u:

-f J- dxidx2 e 2 •" x• (15)

xl 1 , Z1 8(xI- (xI -XA)) 8(x2- (x•m-xk)).

whom to aid clarity, we have omitted the conditions that eliminate the photon

bias,

If we now put v equal to a constant, say v m V, we may carry out the x2 integra-
don forthwith,

Since x2 is non zero only at x2 U (x,,-xk)

2ndu MIN nMW -2x1 'IAx=3 (U, Jx u 8(xi-(X1 -Xk))- (z.-,) . (16)

Separating out the summation over m

P(3)(uV) - i- It [PE 8(xz- (xI -X&)) 01(17)
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Excluding the photon noise bias tmnns this becomes:

(3)1(uV) fdxi-2Rlu x[ (I- 8,k)(1- 8', ).(-2?Iv (18)

x . 8(x - (xt -Xd))-(1 )•' ) ,

where 8k is the kronecker delta.

The quantity inside the second set of large brackets can be calculated using a

photon differencing technique, where each vector is given it complex weighting

tU(v ., After finding the mean value of this quadtity over the data set, the

integration over x, ( Fourier transform) is carried out, yielding the bispectrum subplane
; 31)(u,V),

SW e could of course put u and v equal to a constant, this would generate a single
bispectum value. It is however more efficient to generate a whole plane at a time, thus
replacing two complex multiplications per bivector per point with a final Fourier

transform after the averaging Is complete,

For a two dimensional signal the minimum requirement for reconstructing an
image is to have calculated the two blspectrum subplanes V a (0,I) and V - (1,0). In

this minimal configuration the method is very closely related to the Knox-Thompson

method.

4. Results,

Examples of an object reconstructed by all three techniques are shown in Figs 4

to 7. Each of the reconstructions represents roughly the same amount of computing
tinie, taking about 12 seconds per data frame on a Sun 3/160 workstation (Motorola

68020 + 68881 at 16.7 MNiz, C language). The direct method clearly produces the

best reconstruction. However unlike the other two cases, the program implementing

this method makes use of an array processor, which gives about a ,ix fold increase in
floating point speed. The relatively poor performance of the Radon transform, can
probably be put down to insufficient numbers of slices, and a very poor recombination

ii ioutine,

If one is rounate enough to be using time-tagged data, then the method of

choice would clearly be a photon differencing method. The reason being that this
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method enables full use of the factor of 1.44 improvement in SNR, which comes as a

result of time-tagglin, as described in the Appendix.

With conventional time-framed data the direct method, which is applicable in

both low and high light level regimes would seem to be most appropriate. However of

all three algorithms the Radon transform method is the simplest to code, and needs

minimal amounts of memory, it would probably be appropriate for a network of small

computers, Furthermore it can be implemented as a series of photon differencing

processes, and thus benefit from the time-taSing SNR improvement.
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Appendix A.

In the following we show that the the SNR obtainable by calculating photon
differencig correlations by inteora ng through a moving box-car window is

g".iiiicantly improved over that obtainable using a set of discrete time windows.

7The photon dI•erencing sptial auto-correlaton algorithm specifes that we form
a histogram of all ti, spatial vector co-ordlnate differences betwen all permutations of
two non-identical photons from a data hrmn. The analogous procedure for the triple

correlation is to form A histogram of all spatial bi-vector (see Fig. 3) differences,
between all permutations of three non-identical photons from a data-frame.

First let, uu uonsider a dta-stream consisting of a let of events spaced regularly in
time u shown in Fig. 8. The sutam is divided up into adjacent time frames labelled
(1-4) of length T, with N photons per frame,

If we have calculated the auto-correlation for frame i, how many additional
difference vectors does ftame 2 contribute? Using the traditional •me-frame approach
there are N(N-I)/2 independent difference voctors. In the cue of triple correlation
there an N(N-i)(N.2)/6 independent bi-vectorn and for k* order correlation we set

or Nc•k Independent (k-l)0h order difference vectors.
(N-k)l kt

Using a moving window approach we select each photon in frame 2 in turn and

difference it with the photons in the preceding period of length T. In the case of the
auto-correlation, we would get (N-1) Independent difference vectors per additional

photon, giving a total contribution of N(N-.) independent difference vectors from the

flrame. For triple correlation we got N(N-1)(N-2)/2 independent bi-vectors end in the

case of a ku* order correlation we get N1 independent !k-1)"h order
(N-k)I (k-l)l Idpnet(-) re

difference vectors. Thus for the auto-correlation we get twice as many difference vec.

tors, for the triple correlation three timer as many bivectors, and for a k0 oider corre-
ladon k times as many difference vectors.

Figure 9 illustates a stream of photons obeying uniform (te constant rate ) Po!s-
son statistics in time. For a frame containing N photons for a k's (k S N) order correla-

N i
4 don we get Independent (k-1)th order diffemece vectors, as In the regularly(N-k)! kl

spaced case above. Averaging this over uniform Poisson statistics gives a mean of

independent difference vectors per frame, or - per photon,
kkl
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A badic property of it uniform Poisson process is thati ts stutistics arm independent
of when we choose to start measuring the process. Thut if we measure the number of
photons in a time window of length T, the distribution obseved will be independent of
the positions of the windows, provided they ame uniformly distributed throughout time.
In particular we may choose to observe the procss through windows whose start time
It itself a Poisson P!roceM-s.

Using the time window approach on a Polsson process, we move our windowI
along the time axis until its leading edge Is coincident with a photon. The resulting set
of'timsframes will be P fon distributed In-tmeand a pointedoutabove this-wlll
not effect the observed photon stmUstics. Thus the expectation vrdue of the number o!
photons in each frame, not including the photon -on fte leading edge is simply IT
With N photons in a particullar trame, dlfferenclnS the leading-photon with the N pho-

tons -~- - -difference vectors. When we average this quantity over a(N-k.4-)l (k-Ilt

Poisson process we get ~lldifterence vectors per observed pheton, Thus compar-

Ing this to tite mean number of independent difference vectors per photon

given above, we get the same factor k increas in the number of difference vectort as
* I we did with a regular event spacing.f The SNR in the power-spectrumn at low photon levels scales as R .4nd similarly

the SINR of those portions of the b~spectrum close to the ixes (close to the power-
* ~spectrum terms), where the SNR is highest, also scalts as N .Assuming an analo-

gous result holds for higher order spectra, the SNR of a kA~ spectrum wulsas 1711/k,
where V1, is the number of k'1h order difference vectors per observed photon. Since
whe calculating a khl order correlation using a continuoub time window gives us kc
times more differance vectors, we can say that the SNK Improvement in the k0' order

Voectrum is of the order of Of/k. This Improvement in SNR is ff for the auto-
correlation and 34 for the triple correlation,
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Figure .1:
Using a continuous time window of length T, we gain the correlation term
between the photons P,DEM, which would not ardse when using a m~ore conven-
tional tim frmed dawastram.

Figure 2:_
Cut-off frquency of TC reconstruction vs No. of frames for recoostruction of a
"point source using the direct mothod. The diameter of the telescope is 2m,
equivalont to 50 bins. Frieda parametr is at to 18cm, The cut off is arbitrarily
placed at the radius where the l..* ,variance of the reconstruction becomes
"greater than, /4. Tolescope cut.off 50 bird.

Figure 3:
Above figure is a graphical representation of the formation of a bi-vector from
three photo-vett c6-ordlinates. One of the bivectors implied by eqn (15) is
drawn, both of the coinponant vectorn are shown u swows between two photo.
events. The vector corresponding to 8 (x(xr-xk)) is shown pointing from photon
k to photon 1, similarly for the vector corresponding to 8 (x(xm-xk)). These two
vectors would be catenated to form a four vector corresponding to a triple corre-
ladon element,

Figure 4,
Diffraction limited object seen through a 2,n telescope

Figure 5:
Reconstruction using direct method with 20000 frames at 200 photons per frame.

Fiure 6:
Reconstruction using radon transform with 25000 frames at 200 photons per
frame, projections every 4 degrees.

Figure 7:
Reconstruction using sub-plane mothod with 12500 frames at 200 photons per
frame, 4 planes used

Figure 8:
A regular temporal process, divided into discrete time frames.

Figure 9:
A temporal Poisson process, divided into discrete time frames.
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V

Reconstruction uhing direct method.

20000 frames at 200 photons per frame.

Reconstructed Object

* Reconstructed Phase
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I JReconstruction using the Radon method.

25000 frames at 200 photons per frame, Projections every 4 degrees.

Reconstructed Object

I ", A/ •

Reconstructed Phase

Fig 6
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Reconstruction using the Sub-plane method.

12500 frames at 200 photons per frame, 4 planes used.

Reconstructed Object

Reconstructed Phase

Fig 7
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REF 9

OBJECT RECONSTRUCTION FROM PHOTON-LIMITED CENTROIDED
DATA OF RANDOMLY TRANSLATING IMAGES

L.C. de Freitas and J.C. Dainty

Blackett Laboratory
Imperial College - London SW7 2lZ - U K.

ABSTRACT

Centroiding is investigated as a simple and computationally fn• t technique of object re-
construction, at low light level, from randomly translating Images. A relationship between the
spectrum of the average N.'hoton centrnided frame and the object spect-um is presented as
well as a-. algorithm for retrieving the phase in the case of one-dimen-ional objects. Computer
simulato.d data is Used to test the relationship and the reconstruction -Igorithm.
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1. NTRODUCTION

A number of technique. have been developed to tetrieve diffaction-lUmited astronomical im-
ages by recording short-exposure frame. of speckle patterns. The SHIFT-AND-ADD (SAA)
method(' -5 is one of the proposed technique.. It relics on the proposition that each frame
consists of marmy distorted replicas of the true image and that an improved estimate of the
imtage caa be found by superimposing these distorted replicas. At very low light level each of
these distorted images may have only a few photons and no "bri,-ht" speckle can be chosen
in order to implement the SAA technique.

Centioiding is Investigated as a new way ol circumventing this limitation and for thia
purpose a relationship between the N-photon aveouged centroided, images and the stationaryK I normalized image 1(r) as well as a phase reconstruction algorithmn is prtvented for the special
case .)f randomly tr~anslating Images of one-dim.'sional objects.

i-THEORY oF CENTROWDING DATA Ow RANDOMLY TRANSLATING
IMAGES.
To "frees."' a randomly moving image, photons, that are all supposed to be emanated

from tOe same rant..omly translating Image, are detected during a series of short time inter-
vals(fc* cae.). To retrieve the stationary image one should, for each frame k, shift the photon
vectors by the amount that the true centrold of the Image is displaced in respect to the
centre of the frame and average(add) over all the fremes. The true shift vector ch is unknown
and as an estimator, the centrold vector Rh IV xy of the detected photons is
evaluatqd and the photon vectors are shifted by this estimator before averaging many such
frames.

The relationship between the centroidod and the non centroided spectrum of the N.-
photon data dk(x) detected on the kth frame is:

Dk'(u, xi,..XN) - exp(+i21r u-Rk) Dh(u, xl,.., XN)(1

and the average of fD:(u, x1 , ... , xNj) over all possible sets of detected N-photon coordinates
Is performed using the rormalized object intensity as the probability deiksity distribution,
Thus Eq.(1) leads to a quantity &Ngu) n D01(u)/N related to the iuormalized object intensity
spectr=(6n):

QNV(U) - '(ull lI 'N)) LJX-uI,N)j (2)

Expression (2) is a transistion Invariant relationship between the normailized spectrum
of the statiorary Image F(u) and the spectrum ýN(U) of the centroided averege of those
frames containing exactly N photons per frame. For instazice for N -2 Eq.(2) reduces to
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4 2 (u) - which is the power spectrum of 1(u) wnere the variablc u is scaled by a

factor of 2.

For N-3 4.(u)- 7(2u) (3)

which is an expression related to the bispectrum(7 ) when it is evaluated at frequencies u -4 Iu,

v -- -fu or when u -, -lu, v -4 Iu, both solutions being representations of lines in
the bispectrum u, v plane. It can also be seen that in the liilting case of N -. oo that

QN(u) -. , !(u) u one would expected.

3. OBJECT RETRIEVAL FROM ONE-DIMENSIONAL CENTROIDED IM.
AGES. QN(r).

In Eq.(2) if one changes u/N -4 u and consider the case of real one dimensional intensity

(7(-u) - 1'(u)) one has:

=N(N U) - T((N - i1U) [Y(U)] (4)

From Eq. (4) follows a recurrence relation linking phases of the object, 0, at the discrete

frequencies k and (N - 11k with the phase ON(Nk) of the average quantity 4jV(Nk);

e6(Nk) = 0([N - l.k) - (N - 1)0(P) (5)

For N = 2 photons/frame 4 2 (2kc) - 0(k) - 0(k) = 0 and therefore no information
about the phase can be retileved. But for N-3 photons/frame Eq,(5) becomes:

e 3(k) - 0(2k) - 20(k) (8)

and hence from phase at frequency k one can reconstruct the phase at 2k up to 3k _ (./2)-1
where £ is the actual number of bins used to sample Q3(r).

The method can be better understood through an example In which a one dimensional
image is sampled at 32 points and therefore ON(Nk) is determined only at 32 frequency bins.
Du. to tha fact that Y(-u) - ?'(u) one has to And the phas only in hal the total number
of bins and then reverse their sign. In this particular example one has, therefore, to consider

only 16 frequency bins (Figure 1).

For k-0 the phase 0(0) - 0. As Qtv(Nk) is shift-invariant one can always determine
1(k) apart :rom a conratant phase shifting factor. By appropriately choosing this factor one
can alvays set the phase at 0(1) - 0.
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- ~2In genersI, for a frequency bin k, where k is a prime iitruzber, one can only reconstruct its
phase by using an average QN(Nk) such that N-k+l photons per frame. In this particular
example to reconstruct the phases up to bin 15 one needs averages of fumes with N up
to -A photons pe- frame. The modulus oi h(k) is found from the Fourier transform of the

auto-correlation function, the power spectrum 70u 1,
Experiments were carried out using simulated one dimensional photon data emitted from

the object shown in Fig. 2(a) and in the particular slmulatinn experimeot described in this
paper, we set the Poisson distribution mean value 7" - 3 photons/frame. Frames with 0 or

• 1 photons/frame e•a disregarded, because they do not carry any Information concerning the
intensity distribution of the image, and a total of 80,084 frames of a randomly translating

Image (of a binary star) conthaning N ; 3 photons/frame were generated. These frames can

be grouped in sets of frmes containing a number of photons ranging from N=3 up to N13
photons/frame in this case.S'Figure 3 depicts QN(r) for N-2 and N=3 photons/frame. Fbr Nsu2 It can be seen that
Q2 (r) exhibits the same shape as the autocorrelation of the binary but distributed in a smaller
region of space.

Figure 2(b) shows the reconstructed image obtained usinx this method with Z - 128
bins and using frames with N nnly up to 13 photons/frame I.e, not all the frequencies were
reconstructed. Despite the fact that no other image processing technique has been used, eg1
enforcing positivity, Fig. 2(b), nevertheless, gives a good estimate of the image and in this
particular case also a good estimate of the relative brightness of the stars.
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Fig. 1 - Pictorial representation of the phase reconstruction algorithm for N=3
and Nm4 photons/frame

-.1

Fig, 2 • (a) - Stationary Object Ibtensityl (b) - Reconstruction with N ranging
from 3 up to 13 photons/frame

Fig. 3 - (a) - Centrolded frames with N=2 photons/frame and (b) - Centrolded
frames with N.=3 photons/frame
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II

(a) Controided Frames with N.2 ph/fr (b) Centroidled Frames with N= 3 ph/fr
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